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Abstract 

Until recently, criticism has dismissed Flann O'Brien's joumalism (written under 

the pseudonym "MyIes na gcopaleen") as not worthy of study, and has tended to focus 

on the elements of satire in his novels. This thesis demonstrates the importance of 

O'Brien's Cniiskeen Law column, written for the Irish Times between Y94Q and 1966, 

by studying the column's use of the satirical parody. After presenting a brief histoiy of 

the critical reaction to the column, I discuss how satirical parody is employed in 

O'Brien's novels, grounding my argument in previous critical studies of O'Brien's 

satire. I then apply this understanding of O'Brien's fiction to his joumalism, 

establishing the column as a significant body of writing worthy of continued critical 

stud y. 



R6rum6 

Jusqu'à récemment les critiques n'ont pas pense au journalisme de Flann 

O'Brien (écrit sous le pseudonyme Myles na gcopaleen) corne ce qui mérite les 

recherches scolaires. Cette thèse demontre l'importance de la colonne de O'Brien 

publiait dans les Jrish Times Cmiskeen Lawn entre 1940 et 1966 par l'étude de son 

emploi de la parodie satirique. Aprbs la brbve pr6sentation d'une histoire des 

réactions critiques de sa colonne, je discute comment la parodie satirique est utiliser 

dans les romans de O'Brien. J'ai basé mes arguments sur les études critiques 

précédents de la satire de O'Brien. J'applique cette compréhension de la fiction de 

O'Brien à son journalisme et j'établie sa colonne comme une oeuvre importante qui 

mérite l'étude critique permanent. 
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Introduction 

Flann O'Brien, Cnticism, and the Satirical Parody: 

A Look at the Past, Present, and Future of Cruiskeen Lawq 

"Eveiy jest is an eamest in the womb of time. I believe the old saying holds for 

O'Nolan's joumalism as well as his fiction." -Steven Young 

"That touch of humour, that appearance of not being quite earnest, is the real 

sign of sincerity." -Patrick Kavanagh 

Flann O'Brien criticism has tended to focus upon his novels, notably the famous 

t Swim-Two-Rird~ and ne Third Policeman, with the result that most critical studies 

ignore completely the massive amount of work that O'Brien published, for over a 

quarter of a century, under the pseudonym "Myles na gcopaleen," in an often daily 

column in The Irish Times titled Cruiskeen Lawn, between 4 October 1940 and 1 Apnl 

1966.1 AS28 is noted for its elements of sophisticated humour, parody, and satire, 

and how these elements implicitly comment upon the foms and values of ait and 

literature, while TP is noted for its experirnental structure and its parodical and satirical 

comments upon the nature of the search for truth. Despite the fact that the column 

contains al1 of these elements, that it is similarly sophisticated, and that five popular 

selactions of the column have been re-printed, with more planned, most critics have 

failed to recognize the irnpoitance of this woik. With a few notable exceptions, al1 

critical articles and fulWength studies only briefly mention the column, usually with a 

passing quotation or reference used to frame a larger argument pertaining to O'Brien's 

novels. 

The reasons for this oversight are numerous. Many see the column as nothing 

1 'Fiann O'Brienw is itsetf a pseudonym; the authoi's real name was 'Brian O'Nolan." Although his use of 
the Y)'Brienw pseudonym remained consbtent throughout his career. in later years he changed the 
'Myles na gCopaleenn pseudonym to 'Myles na Gopaleen? 
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more than an outrageous, humorous entertainment; çuch critics find it hard to 

understand the relations between humour, joumalisrn, and 'serious' literature. Others 

feel that the huge amount of time and creativity that O'Brien spent creating the column 

tragically wasted a career that should have developed into more 'serious' art after the 

publication of his promising book, At Swim-Two-Rirda. Generally, the feeling is that 

O'Brien's journalistic work is mere jesting, written only to put food (and drink) on the 

table, and is therefore not significant for the serious literary critic, a conclusion that is 

oRen leR unexplained. 

A closer understanding of the critical history of the column, in tems of its early 

detractors and its later supporters, demonstrates why th8 column has been ignored in 

the past, and why it is beginning to be studied more seriously in recent criticism. 

Among the more famous of the column's detractors is Hugh Kenner who, in his 1983 

study of Irish literature A, ciaims, first and foremost, that al1 of O'Brien's 

post-1941 writings are subpar, and then goes on to speculate: 'Was it the drink was 

his ruin [sic], or was it the column? For niin is the word. So much promise has seldom 

accomplished so littien (255). Kenner continues this diatribe, saying of O'Brien that "for 

twenty-five years the column used him up" (2571, that when O'Brien started writing the 

column "a great future lay behind himn (257), and that O'Brien %rote acidulous blather 

for the city's most respectable paper" (258).2 Not satisfied with this, Kenner decides to 

insult O'Brien's disease, and declares dramatically: "Let the Kavanaghs rant and rage, 

let the Behans booze; for [O'Brien], only serious slow drinking, self-destruction decade 

by decade, a respectable Dublin suicide" (258). Kenner, like many other critics, 

believes that the column has no literary value, and that it is responsible, along with 

alcoholism, for what he perceives to be a rnarked lack of quality in 0'8rien's later 

writings. 

2 Thni may be a more subue g b  at û'üiien man it seem at fia after receMng his MA,  O'Brien was the 
founder and editor of a hurnomus magazine called Blathec discusseû in chaptet two below. 
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David Cohen's sustained attack on the column, in his 1987 essay revealingly 

titled "James Joyce and the Decline of Ftann O'Brien," echoes Kenner's sentiments. 

The twenty-five years and thousands of pages O'Brien put into the column elicit lhis 

rernark: "Cniiskeen Lawn was essentially a forum for O'Brien's clevemess" (1 55). 

Cohen also believes that "O'Brien went from being a promising intellectual and 

expedmental novelist to a satirical hack writet with an ovemrhelming sense of 

bittemess" (1 56). Like Kenner, Cohen cannot keep himself frorn dramatising O'Brien's 

life; after releting Joyce's iamous approval of A t ,  Cohen says: 'Two 

years later Joyce was dead, The Third Policeman rejected, and O'Brien was writing 

skeen Lawn" (156). If there is any doubt remaining as to Cohen's opinion of the 

column, he repeats his sentiments later, claiming that %ben O'Brien gave up on the 

novel as a way to reach a large audience and began to rely on his newspaper column, 

he gave himself up to drink and mediocnty and 'low ambition'" (158), those last two 

words taken from Joyce's "The Day of the Rabblernent," an attack on artists who write 

for a mass audience. 

A more surprising attack on the column cornes from O'Brien's triend, 

biographer, and critic, Anthony Cronin. Both Cohen and Kenner quote from his 1976 

ead as Doornaila, which calls O'Brien a 'licensed jestef (qtd. in Cohen 158). But 

Cronin goes on in his biography of O'Brien, No Laughing Matter, to mention a more 

serious detractor of the column: O'Brien himself. Cronin notes that 

whatever creative satisfaction [O'Brien] got from his column and however 

brilliant it continued to be, from now on across it would fall the shadow of the 

novels he was apparently failhg to write. This affected his own view of his 

achievement as well as that of those who had perhaps a prurient interest in 

what they termed its failure. And of course he was ambitious for a wider 

success than a column in an Irish newspaper could afford him, in the rather 
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naive hope that he might make money out of it as well as simply desinng a 

broader, more international fame. (1 65-1 66) 

Cronin's point is essentially that "however highly some readen rnay rate Cniiskeen 

Lawn or however we may delight in it, it did not satisfy [O'Brien]" (237-238). 

Sue Asbee, in her full-length study Flann O R m  1 -  also mentions O'Brien's 

dissatisfaction with the column, noting that 'O'Brien referred to his work for the Irish 

Times as 'slavery'" (13). But O'Brien was in the habit of attacking his own works, most 

famously At Swim O Two-8 irdq (lntro 81), and it must be acknowledged that hating to 

work for the Jrish Thes is not the same thing as hating to wnte CL. As Cohen fairly 

states, "the stawing artist was not a role model for O'Brien and, although he frequently 

complained that the Civil Service job and the Cniiskeen Lawn column weie keeping 

him from more serious writing, he never considered dropping these responsibilities to 

concentrate solely on being a writer" (1 55).3 Of course, again, the implication is that 

writing CL does not make O'Brien a 'mal' writer. 

O'Brien indirectly attacks, in a particulaify vicious column, the two insulting 

labels directed at him by Cohen ('satincal hack writer') and by Cronin ('licensed 

jester'). Responding to an article written against him by one A l f d  O'Rahilly, whom 

O'Brien refers to as AOR (in Irish, O'Brien says, this means 'a curse'), O'Brien reacts to 

being called a 'hired humorist.' His defence is typical: 

'THE HIRED HUMORIST' 

The reference is to the present Excellency. The important word is 'HIRED', 

intended as a sneer. AOR, skilled sociologist, is homfied and disgusted at the 

idea of anybody working formmejt. I think mat's a most unsound attitude. 

Shure, me dear man, even the bishops are not above taking money. Dammit, 
3 A goad dacriplion of O'Brien's caieer as a civil seivant is given by M i a e l  Phdan, in WatcCier in the 
Wings: A Lingering Look at Myles na gcopaleen? Other interesîing accounts of this aspect of O'Brien's 
professional We can be found in Cronin's Peter Costello's and Del Ivan 3aniKs 5 
O'RrCen: An llJustrated Bio- John Ryan's J 3 e r n e r n b e r i H a w :  Bohernian Oublin at the 

and of course Cronin's biography of O'Brien, v. 
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1'11 go farther and say this - AOR himself ... (1 can hardly get this monstrous 

slander out!) ... AOR himself takes money! Tnith to tell, he does not do too badly 

for himself at all, quartered on the backs of the taxpayers with a fat post in a 

university which virtually confines its public pronouncernents to demands for 

more and more dough the more cosily to cock up its professon'. ( l a )  

O'Brien seems to have anticipated such remarks as those of Kenner, Cohen and 

Cronin, and has shown beyond a doubt that, aiough some days he may have hated 

his work, he resented those who attacked it. 

Despite this defense of his column, many have agreed with critics like Cohen, 

Kenner, and Cronin, and they al1 seem to be responsible for Thomas Shea's remark, 

in his 1992 study marin O Bnen m o r t ,  ' O ?  itant Novels, that "the critical line, nowadays, is 

that O'Brien spent his talent and played hhseH out writing his Myles na Gopaleen 

column for the Jrish Tirnean (142). There are, however, some supporters of the column 

who wiote prior to this date. Miles Orvell and David Powell, in their 1975 article 'Myles 

Na Gopaleen: Mystic, Home-Doctor, Hackney Joumalist and ldeological Catalyst" 

claim, for instance, that CL ought to be valued as a 'repositoiy for 25 years of an 

astonishingly fertile and complex comic imaginationn (45), that the column 'reads as if 

Sinclair Lewis, Mark Twain and Groucho Marx had collaborated to write for the lrishn 

(46)' and that their 'effort" in their article "will be to broaden O'Nolan's reptation by 

making known to the reader outside of lreland the nature of what will surely corne to be 

regardai as his second accomplishment - the life and works of Myles na Gopaleen* 

(46). They aîso refer to one of O'Brien's great defenses of the column, saying that "he 

regarded the artist as veiy much a member of the social ordef (70)' and quote O'Brien 

as saying 'is then, any point at al1 in writing unless the wiiter is cetfain that many 

people will read aie words, submit to their alchemy?" (qtd. in Owell and Powell 70). 

Such an implicit defense against the Joycean attack in "The Day of the Rabblement," 
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mentioned by Cohen above, is another good piece of evidence that O'Brien did not, in 

fact, feel that CL was a useless bit of writing, or that it was an insignificant and sub-par 

element of his arüstic careet. This conclusion is echoed by Asbee, who observes that 

the 'Myles na gcopaleen persona is notoriously both extravagant and unreliable, but 

beneath the bombast there is a sense that O'Brien felt strongly about the subjects he 

returned ton (8) in the column again and again. 

More recently, several other critics have defended the column, indicating a 

change in the critical climate since Shea's 1992 publication. Keith Hopper, in his 

1995 full-length study F e t ,  

clahs that 'Myles's literary pontifications are by tum hilarious, insightful, celebratory, 

rneanîpirited and absurd, but he is stil! O'Brien's most holistically conceived dramatic 

personan (35), and that 'what is most valuable in any critical reading of the Mylesian 

canon is Myles's observations on language and Merature" (35). To even suggest that 

there might be signifiant 'obsewations" in the column is certainly a change from the 

claims of critics like Kenner or Cohen, and when Hopper goes on to Say that "as the 

modem successor to Swift, M yles's comic, epiphanic nanat ives are ruthlessl y 

underpinned by his add critiques of the established ordef (35), there can be no doubt 

that the 'Mylesian Canonn is beginning to be recognized as a significant body of work. 
. . . t 

Steven Young's essay, in aie 1997 Con!uma Coniplextties: Essavs on Flann 

O'Brien. continues this trend in O'Brien criticism. He not only recognizes that the 

writing of the column 'seems an almost superhuman task" in its sheer volume and its 

"sustained quality of writing" (1 13), but also deals with the critical dismissal of the 

cdumn in the past, obmtving that 

joumalism does not raid the chaos, it expresses il, gives it its many voices, and 

there can be no distancing for the writer who practices that trade. The novelist 

may go afishing in the's river, the joumalist must swim in it, and if we imagine 
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O'Nolan as this journalist, we can see why the lament that he didn't distance 

himself from Dublin to wnte the great novel seems misguided. He needed to be 

there, fully paitkipating in the flux of the city's daily life in order to be the kind of 

wnter he was. (1 17) 

Young concludes his essay saykig that %bat the early critics treated as an elaborate 

literaiy joke ment  commentators have begun to take vety senousy (1 18), thus 

indicating that the general critical assessrnent of the column has changed somewhat 

since Shea made his observation in 1992. 

What seems to have saved the column from complete critical dismissal is not 

only its continuing popularity in print, but also the growing recognition of its satirical 

propeities. While the presence of satire is universally acknowledged in the novels, 

and is indeed the subject of most critical studies of the works. it has not, until recently, 

been acknowledged as a major element of the column. The critical unwillingness to 

recognize satire in the column, and, by extension, the column's importance, is led by 

Anthony Cronin, who wrote in his 1975 article "After At Swimn that 

one thing which many of [the column's] admiren have claimed it to be it was 

not. As satire the column (which in any case never stmck this reader at least as 

having a true satirical intent) was too closely in tune with its audience, too 

fanciful and quiiky to be more than occasionally worthy of note; and when in its 

later years it became sometimes quemlous and bad-tempered the purposes of 

satire were not served eithef (1 16). 

Cronin repeats this daim in No wwtn he discusses aie fate of the 

licensed humorist, more especially one whose humour does not incorporate a basic 

critique of the society in which he liVesn (239). 

But Cronin merely falls prey hem to the critical doubts, excellently outlined by 

Young, that 7he column may give the reader a passing pleasure over moming coffee, 
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or on the bus to work, but the novels are for the ages. How can it be art one day and 

used to wrap fish and chips the next?" (1 16) Cronin dismisses the column because it 

is in a newspaper, its presentation not confonning to that of what is traditionally seen 

as literature. But these doubts, however convincing they may be on the surface, do 

not adequatefy deal with the tnie nature of the column. It is, of course, impossible to 

prove a negative. but it seems that critics who dismiss the colwnn as having no 

satirical elements, or even more general worthwhile literary qualities, really do only 

read the column (if at all) 'over their moming coffee,' and do not give it the same kind 

of attention they give the novels, merely because of its journalistic fonn. 

The importance of this oversight cannot be underestimated, since to daim that 

the column is not satirical is tantamount to claiming that it is not valuable in ternis of 

furthering a critical understanding of O'Brien's work. The novels have been studied, 

as mentioned above, mostly for their satirical propeities, and are seen as valuable for 

these properties. Quite rightly, critics have recognized that O'Brien's ability to blend 
. 

satirical cornments upon literature, art, social noms, and other more pedestnan 

subjects, is what makes him a unique author and woRhy of study. To dismiss the 

column as having no satincal properties, as having no comment to make, is, within 

O'Brien studies, to dismiss the column altogethet. Establishing the column as satirical 

would allow these critics to look past their assumptions about joumalism, and to see 

the column's importance within O'Brien's opus. 

Happily, there are a few critics who have recognized the column as being 

satiricai in nature. Anne Clissman, in her seminal 1975 work Flann O Bnen: A Cnhcal I '  . . 

Jntmduction to His Wris'nga, recognizes that =as a substantial body of ephemeral, 

satirical writing [CL] is almost unique in Irish Iiteraturem (1 ûû), and that the column 

presents an impressive number of dirent  comic and satiric devices and an 

enomous number of different subjects" (1 89). Steven Cunan's 1997 "No, This is Not 
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from The Bel!: Brian O'Nolan's Cniiskeen Lawn Anthology" also discusses the nature 

of the column's satire and claims that the 1943 anthology of the column, edited by 

O'Brien himself, was uclearfy intended not simpiy as a representative volume but as a 

means of consolidating certain features and of identifying the column as satirical" (90). 

Like Young, then, Curran sees the column as a satirical one, and, like Young and 

Clissman, % is through this understanding that he investigates the column, claiming 

that th8 column is not a woik of 'mediocrity and low ambition,' and that it can stand 

alongside O'Brien's novels as a significant body of writing. 

ît is along these lines that the column has been most profitably studied, and it is 

along these lines, then, that I intend to investigate the column, strengthening the 

column's position, and continuing the work of Clissman and other more recent critics 

who recognize that CL contains significant elements of satire. Previous studies of the 

column, however, have been rather perfunctory, and it is consequently my intention 

here to examine in greater length and detail the importance of the column's satirical 

propellies. Surprisingly, most of the major studies of satire in O'Brien's novels spend 

little time defining satire, but to carry out my proposed analysis more fully, it is essential 

that I outline here, even if only briefly, the definition of satire which will guide the 

investigations of my thesis. This definition, given below, will stress the irnpoitance of 

how pemûy i n f o m  O'Brien's satirical style of writing, a move which will more cleariy 

demonstrate the importance of the column than any other previous criticel woik, in that 

parody, a device used commonly in al1 of O'Brien's works, is most often conceived of 

as nothing more than a humorous style. Consequently, a recognition of parody's 

importance as a satirid tool will help to show how the column's satire is similar in 

fom and significance to that of the novels. 

Satire, as me literary art of diminishing a subject by making it ridiculous and 

evoking toward il attitudes of amusement, contempt, indignation, or scom," is 
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distinguished from comedy in that while "comedy evokes laughter mainly as an end in 

itself," satire "uses laughter as a weapon" (Abrams 167). The three major styles of 

satire are typically known as Horatian, Juvenalian, and Menippean. Horatian satire 

generally involves a character or speaker who is uan urbane, witty, and tolerant man of 

the world, who is moved more often to wry amusement than to indignation at the 

spectacle of human folly" (168). Juvenalian satire involves a characler or speaker who 

is "a serious moralist who uses a dignified and public style of utterance to deciy modes 

of vice and emr which are no less dangerous because they are ridiculous, and who 

undertakes to evoke contempt, moral indignation, or an unillusioned sadness at the 

aberrations of men" (169).4 Menippean satire, which informs M. Keith Bookefs 1995 

study of O'Brien's novels Flann O Bnen. t *  Bakhtin. and Menip~ean S m ,  is a fom of 

"indirect satire" that 

is written in prose - though with interpolated passages of verse - and is a 

miscellaneous fom often held together by a loosely constructed narrative. Its 

major feature, however, is a series of extended dialogues and debates (often 

conducted at a banquet or party) in which a group of immensely loquacious 

eccentrics, pedants, literaiy people, and representatives of various professions 

or philosophical points of view serve to make ludicrous the intellectual attitudes 

Viey typify by the arguments they urge in their support. (1 69) 

All three of these styles can potentially inform a newspaper column, especially the 

style of Menippean satire, one of its main elements being 3t loosely constructed 

narrative,' a phrase paiticulariy appropriate to many columns of CL. 

Gilbelt Hîghet's still excellent The Anatomv of Satire provides a more in-depth 

view of satire than the quick outline given above. Diswssing the purposes of satire, 

he observes that 

4 Maiy Powet, in her YlaM O'Brien and Classical Satire: An Exegesis of The Hard describes the 
novel as being M ~ t e d *  in Juvenalian satire (87). 
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satire is the literary equivalent of a bucket of tar and feathers. The purpose of 

invective and lampoon is to destroy an enemy. The purpose of comeôy and 

farce is to cause painless undestructive laughter at human weaknesses and 

incongruities. The purpose of satire is, through laughter and invective, to cure 

folly and to punish evil; but if it does not achieve this purpose, it is content to jeer 

at folly and to expose evil to bitter contempt. (1 551 56) 

This position is echoed by Dustin Griffin, in Satire: A Critical Aeintroduction, when he 

daims that the "critics who wrote a generation ago .... are out of date," (and I presurne 

he means writers like Highet), agreeing with Highet that what disünguishes satire from 

comedy is that satire's Sictims corne from [the] world, and it is this fact (togethe? w R  a 

darker or sharper tom) that separates satire from pure comedy" (1). Highet also 

observes that one of the motives of the satirist is "to make [people] see th8 tnith - at 

least the part of the truth which they habitually ignore" because the satirist "belieues 

that most people are purblind, insensitive, perhaps anaesthetized by custom and 

dulness and resignationn (1 9). Thus "the satirist, though he laughs, tells the truth" 

Knowleâge of the roats of satire is esseMial for a good understanding of the 

mode. Highet observes that "the name 'satire' cornes from the Laün word satura, 

which means primarily 'full,' and then cornes to mean 'a mixture of difkrent 

things' .... The essence of the original name was therefore variety" (231 ). The 

'elementsn of satire which Highet daims have remained consistent throughout its 

history are 'variety, down-to-earth unsophistication, coarseness, an improvisatory 

tone, humor, mimicry, echoeg of the speaking voice, abusive gibing, and a general 

feeling, real or assumed, of devil-may-care nonchaIancen (233).5 Stylîstic variety, and 

a critical search for tuth, are therefore two of the main hallmarks of a good satire. 

5 Highet hem muid glmost be describing O'eiisn's column direcüy. Cniiskeetn Lawn, afterail. means "the 
full jugtw and is certainty a mixture of diIf8temt things, anb is also often coarse, unsophisticaded, aiways 
hearty. etc, - but these things wilt be discusseû more fully in chagier two of this thesis- 
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One of the main practices within satire, as opposed to these kinds of 'elementç,' 

is parody, which is often used by satirists not only to provoke laughter, but also to more 

effectively attack their targets. Griffin notes that one of the difficulties "of 

comprehending satire within a single theoretical frame .... [is that] it can through parody 

invade any literary fomi: epic, pastoral, travel book, m g ,  elegy, and so on" (3). It is 

certainly no stretch of the imagination to assume that this 'so on* can apply also to a 

hurnorous column in a newspaper. Highet lists parody as one of the three main 

patterns of satire (the others are 1 ) monologues, and 2) narratives in which the author 

does not appear), and says that in parodies Yhe satirist takes an existing work of 

literature which was created with a serious purpose, or a literaiy fonn in which some 

reputaMe books and poems have been written. He then makes the work, or the fom, 

look ndiculous, by infusing it with incongnious ideas, or exaggerating its aesthetic 

devices; or he makes the ideas look foolish by putting them hto an inappropriate form; 

or both* (13). Highet also mentions that in parodies the author "wears a mask" (14), a 

comment which again is appropriate to Flann O'Brien, who wore masks to the extent 

that in later life he was referred to by his friends not as Man O'Nolan (his real name), 

but rather as 'Myles,' in reference to his pseudonym 'Myles na gCopaleen.'6 

Lizabeth Paravisini and Carlos Yorio, in '1s It Or Isn't It?: The Duality of Parodic 

Oetdve Fiction," which will be discussed hirther in the following chapter of this thesis 

in reference to O'Brien's novel The Third police ma^, provide a wider explanation of 

the effectiveneas and function of parody and satire. They discuss the metafictional and 

*dialogicU nature of parody, saying that it "satirizes its target while being dependent on 

it for its own materials and stnicturesn (1 82). fhrough mis 'satirization,' parody can be 

a renovating influence on literature, 'in that it leads to the development of new, if self- 

6 An emmpie of the success of O'Brien's masking can tm found in the 1995 Meri$mW@ster's 
of m. Despite the fact that MemCmWebstter ciaims to be a compsny that 'is your 

assurance d quality and authovity," 1 wmngiy States that 'Brian O Nuallain,' the Irish spelling of O'Brien's 
mal name, is in tact a Ipseudonym of Fiann O'Bhnm (837). 
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conscious, literary fomsn (1 82). It seems, then, that through parody a judgment can be 

made upon literature in the same way that through conventional satire a judgment can 

be made upon morality, and that the satirical function of parody can thus be to point 

out, and possibly rectify, the vices and follies of writing itself. The 'laying bare of the 

device," then, in which metafiction and parody participate, can function to heal or 

destroy problems in literature (182), a function that naturally appeals to satirists, in 

theii attempt to show up and rectify the problerns of the world. 

This position is echoed in Joseph A. Dane's Parody, when he defines parody as 

'the imitative reference of one literary text to another, often with an implied critique of 

the object text" (4). Like Paravisini and Yorio, he befieves that parody has a satincal 

function, obsewing that 'it is a meta-literary genre and thus is a fonn of literary 

criücismn (5). Such an understanding of parody impties that though a work be fictional, 

it can itself critique fiction; a statement which may not seem so bold, in that it is dearly 

a logical progression frorn the acceptance of the definitions of parody and satire given 

above, but one which is nonetheless rarely acknowledged. No anthology of literary 

cnücism of which I am aware contains a section of parodical works presented as a 

valid means of analysing literature.7 

Dane mentions Bakhtin's work on parody as "the most important and influential 

to appear in this century" (8), observing that 'parody itself is a manifestation of what 

Bakhtin calls 'polyglossia' or 'heteroglossia' - the conflict of multiple languages in a 

single text" (8). It is from this conftict that an implied crîticism of literatun, arises. Dane 

attempts to distinguish parody from satire by saying that parody focuses "on linguistic, 

rather than on plastic, targets" (1 1). but this does not seem to rule out the possible 

existence of a 'satincal parody,' a kind of satire that uses parody as a method of 

critically attacking linguistic or literary targets. So. like Dane, we can "assume, in 

7 ûane notes that mny literary crilics are bqinning to fecognhe the dose relatknship between cinicism 
and parody, to the extent that some are pmciaiming themselves parodists (9-1 0). 
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discussing parody .... that parody is a form of literary criticism" (1 1). 

An implicit objection to this is raised by Margaret A. Rose in Parodv: Ancient. 

odem. and Post-Modeni, who, like Dane, attempts to distinguish between satire and 

parody. Wonying that parody may be somewhat limited by being understood only as a 

weapon of satire, Rose cautions that parody is 'in general a much more ambivalent 

form than satire, in that it makes its Yarget' a part of its own work" (83), and c m  thus 

sometimes seive 70 renew noms by recreating them in a new context before making 

them the subject of a new critique and analysis" (82), instead of universally destroying 

noms. But Rose, again like Dane, does not hesitate to admit that parody can be an 

important component of satire, as well as an effective fomi of literary criticism ($4). in 

that 'parody may sometimes have the satiric aim of using a target text or other 

prefonned woik to attack its author or audiencen (86). 

Walter Nash, in his pedantic but useful The La-ae of Hurnou~ defines the 

satirical parody in detail. He describes it as a fom of humorous wnting which can 

often be 3he vehicle for hostile criticisrn," and 'may be aimed at a pretentiously 

mannered style .... or, more often, it may attack a content through a style. Parody and 

satire are not the same thing, but parody becornes a satirical weapon when the 

parodist is angered by an author's philosophies, arguments, or recurrent attitudesm (85. 

author's emphasis). What is important to note here is that paiody, satire, and humour 

are working together in the criticism, and that parody is a paiticularly effective tool 

often used by the satirist. 

The definiüons of satire and parody given above thus allow for the existence of 

a 'satirical parody,' a humorous style of writing that is, though provoking of laughter, 

not 'merely funny,' and îhat can be valuable to the satirist as a means of cntically 

commenthg upon linguistic subjects. This understanding will inform the discussion of 

CL below, in that it will be the basis for the daim that the column contains satire and 
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cnticism that is as sophisticated and as worthy of study as that of O'Brien's novels. The 

recognition that parody, which on the surface seems to provoke only laughter, can in 

fact be a tool of satire, will refute the daim of critics that the column is insignificant, and 

also the claim that the column's humour, unlike that of the novels, is nothing more than 

an entertainment with little or no cntical or literary value. 

Because the satirical parody is most effective when used to attack linguistic 

targets, the main focusses of O'Brien's satirical parodying are, in al1 of his writings, the 

language, style, and content of literature, with an emphasis on Irish literature popular 

in his time. Curran discusses this aspect of O'Brien's writing, noting that O'Brien's 

ability to estaMish connections between categories of writing nonnally thought 

to be mutually exclusive - h m ,  the factual and the imaginative - becomes the 

distinctive feature of his satire.. . . [O'Brien] succeeds in connecting the disparate 

elements of fact and fantasy with such command that the effect is disconceiting; 

the wriang shocks the reader into an awareness of intellectual and moral 

shortcomings and lapses. (82) 

Flann O'Brien's satirical parodying of literature, or rather his "comic criticismPn to use a 

terni coined by Asbee (126), infomis the best parts of his novels and his column, and 

allows him to blend fact and fantasy with the masterhil strokes that have been foimeily 

acknowledged in his novels, but not in the column.8 

Riat such an unorthodox fonn of satire and criticism as the satirical parody 

should infonn al1 of O'Brien's writing is not surprising considering the wide-ranging 

styles and fonns in which he wrote, the device naturally lending itseîf to OBrien's wish 

to use humour as an intellectual weapon. His AS28 parodies over twenty different 

styles of wnting, and the fact that he wrote novels, plays, short stories, television 
8 Gerard Genette discusses a paraculariy qpmposîype of satirhi pamdy in hi monumentai palimosests. 
He says that "the paIOdic distortion of proverbs ..., is a type of joke probably as old and as poputar as the 
proverb W." and that *as is often the case, parody hem remains dose ta plain punning" (33). Surely this 
is an atmost exact description of O'Brien's Oui- Keats and Chapman -tesr which wiil be 
discussed in chapter two beiow. 
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scripts, newspaper columns, and even some poetry, would seem to demand an 

original and broad understanding of the art of writing on the part of the author.9 It may, 

in fact, be O'Brien's virtuosity that has caused cfiics, for the most part, to ignore the 

column; as Steven Young has observed, the column 'has not received the attention it 

deseives, because it nins counter to Our available ways of talking about literature. It 

defeats conventional analysis, just as the novels force us into new ways of thinking 

about the nover (1 18). The column is funny but serious, flippant but genuinely critical, 

wildly imaginative but finnly rooted in reality and the problems of conveying this reality 

in writing. Its format is unconventional, and is daunting for the critic used to studying 

more traditional forms of writing. This difficulty, however, can be overcome with a 

proper understanding of how similariy the modes and functions of satire and parody 

are implemented in al1 foms of literary art, whether the fom be that of newspapers, 

novels, plays, or television shows. 

Such an understanding of the relation between these foms, in tenns of their 

ability to satirise in a similar manner, indicates that it is high time that O'Brien criticism 

begin to study the column, at length, as often containing valuable and satirical insights 

hto literature. After ail, joumalism naturally lends itself to satire (see 10 above), and 

the subject of its satire can easily include literature. CL certainly is satura, in that it is 

nilit of a seemingly disconnected jumMe of subjects and styles, 'a mixture of different 

things.' Furaiemore the cornpetence with which O'Brien applies the device of the 

satirical parody in his column is, again, ceitainly a sign that the colurnn can be 

rewardingly studied alongside his novels. 

So far this introduction has 1) outlined the current state of Flann O'Brien 

criadsm, in relation to the CL colurnn, pointing out the importance of recognizing the 

column as a satiricel body of work, and what the resuits have been of the general 

9 Sorne of O'BMn's nonnovelistic and non-joumalgtic Wrjfings have been collectecl in and Plays 
and A Flann O Rnen Readar, I o  which provide a unique look into often forgotten w o r h  of O'Brien's. 
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critical failing to make this recognition, and 2) defined satire and parody in order to 

demonstrate the important similarities beîween the column and the novels. This thesis 

will focus for the most pait, then, upon the satirical use of parody in O'Brien's writings, 

in order to firrnly establish the column within the O'Brien critical canon. 

To understand fully the importance of satire in CL within O'Brien's opus it is 

important to understand the preænce and functioning of satire withn his novels, 

which, as has been mentioned above, has been studied in detail. The first chapter of 

this thesis will, then, provide an extended application of our understanding of satire 

and parody to passages dealing with literature found in O'Brien's novels, At Swirn- 

Two-Birdg, The Third Policernaa The Poor Mouth The Hard Life, and The Oalkev 

/bchiv@. This will ground my argument, which is for the presence of a valuable fom of 

satire and criticism in the column, in previously established modes of O'Brien criticisrn, 

showing how my argument applies to previous work, and how it develops as a logical 

extension of that work. 

Rie second chapter will discuss the satirical (and literary) vision developed in 

CL, based upon the foundations laid hem in the introduction, and also upon those laid 

in th8 first chapter regarding O'Brien's novels. This second chapter will look at the 

passages in the column that satirically parody literature and other modes of discourse, 

and will show how this device is used, in order ta define furthet O'Brien's use of satire 

and his implicit understanding of literature. I will suggest, ukimately, that while the 

cdumn is almost invariaMy humorous, it is certainly not mereiy hinny, and provides 

key critical insights into literature, not only valuable ta the casual reader, but also to the 

critic interested in Flann O'Brien and in modem Irish literature in general. 



Chapter One 

The O'Brien Index: Satirical Parody and the Novels of Flann O'Brien 

The machinery of [O'Brien's] critical evaluation is - in short - laughter, or - at 

more length - a sense of the absurd as quick and sure and sharp 

as ever one dare hope to encounter." 

-Ruth ap Roberts 

Anthony Cronin, in No Lavghing Mattel, clairns that while O'Brien is 'a humorist 

first and foremost .... He was a humorous wrker with an unusually strong, indeed very 

often a nothing less than fierce, sense of propriety" (x). Certainly the intention to cause 

laughter was one of O'Brien's reasons for writing, but it is significant that Cronin should 

feel the need 10 comment on O'Brien's sense of propriety, a sense that connotes a 

wish to have people act properly and that is also the driving force behind any satirist. 

Anne Clissman, unlike Cronin, claims that "primarily [O'Brien] was a satirist and a 

mockef (Intm 35), and not primarily a humorist, saying that O'Brien 

believed that satire could make the world better by pricking the bubbles of 

pomposity , hypocrisy and philistinism w hich were eve rywhere in evidence. He 

wanted people to see straight, but when they found the view intolerable he 

wanted them to be comforted with laughter and invention. He laughed because 

laughter was a defence against honor, and because laughter, with its side- 

track, its inversion, convolution and coincidence, was ultimately tnithful. (37) 

This evaluation seems to make more sense than Cronin's; O'Brien's intention to 

satirize is often folowed by his intention to create laughter, in that laughter can ease 

the discornfort one might feel when the satire hits too close to home. 

But what is it thet offends O'Brien's sense of propriety? It has been stressed 

throughout O'Brien criticism that the satire in his novels focusses on linguistic targets. 

especially those pevtaining to literature. This larger focus, however, encompasses 
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many others, including the inability of literature to poitray reality, the inability of 

criticism to cornmunicate something meaningful about literature, the nature and 

importance of creativity and the imagination within literature, and the pretentiousness 

of critics and artists alike who make grandiose daims about art that are founded more 

on their egos than on reality. Examples of O'Brien's continuing attack on this latter 

target, or of his *impatience with highbrow literaiy pretentiousness" (#LM 29), can be 

seen in At Swim - Two-R irdg, which he once derided as "hightlass literary pretentious 

slush" (Imhof 40)' in The Third Policeman* with its outrageous and highly pedantic 

footnoting, and in the impractical impositions of the Gaelic revivalists on the "tnie" 

Gaels of Corkadoragha in The Poor Mouth. It is this continuity of satirical attack 

throughout O'Brien's novels that makes the study of satire within his work so important. 

To ignore the satire within his novels is to ignore the driving force behind these works, 

just as to ignore the manner in which he satirizes (Le. through parody) is to ignore his 

basic style of writing. These are two of the three reasons for which O'Brien's satire 

within the novels has been studied so closely and consistently by critics; the other is 

the manner in which his return to similar topics indicates his particular artistic and 

philosophical obsessions. 

However, while each novel coven most or ail of O'Brien's obsessions, each 

novel focusses upon and satirizes a specific target. At Swim - Two-B irds attacks 

literature itself, in as many of its fonns as seems possible in a single novel (or in a 

id Policeman novel-w ithin-a-novel-w ithin-a-novel) . The Th attacks intellectualisrn and 

the naive belief (for OBrien) that through language, or reason, or any other means, 

humanity can achieve an understanding of We truth." The Poor Mo@ attacks a 

specific literary target - the autobiographical tradition in Irish writing papuiar in 

O'Brien's day - and also the entire Gaelic movement. Dalkev Archiva is, like The 

Poor Mouth an attack on a specific literary target, only this time it is not a tradition, but 
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a single author: James Joyce. The main target of the satire in The Hard Life is 

somewhat more difficult to pin down than that of the other novels, as many critics have 

discovered, probably because the target, although it is, again, pretentious literaiy 

writing, is parodically attacked mostly through the fm of the novel, which is 

consciously pedestrian in its style and in its subjects. This fon ,  discussed below in 

reference to HL, questions the value of experimentalism within literature by 

paradoxically demonstrating, through the weakness of its pedestrian style, the 

weakness of more experimental and 'highbrow1 styles. 

The various targets of O'Brien's satire listed above are al1 attacked through 

sirnilar means, that is, the satirical parody discussed in the introduction. On the subject 

of AS2B, Clissman notes the importance of parody as a satirical tool, obseiving that 

O'Brien's 'parodic and fantastic tum of mind, his awareness of the relativity of reality, 

make him .... [a] satirist, intensely aware of the lunacies of many aspects of Irish Iife and 

literature" (Intro 88-89). A good example of the broad criticism lurking behind 

O'Brien's satirical parodying is his 'parody of the bnguage of cowboy romancesn (85) 

in AS26, one of "some thirty-six different stylesn parodied in the novel(86). This 

parody of a particularly popular genre demonstrates not only the failings of the genre, 

but also the failings of sirnilarly popular genres that are driven not by originality or 

imagination, but by the pedantic reworWng of overused conventions. The parody of 

cowboy novels in AS28 stands as a good example not only of a subject ofien attacked 

by O'Brien, but also of the manner in which he implements his attacks. 

The paroây begins with what is supposedly a 'Relevant excerpt fm the Pmss," 

which announces "the passing of Mr William Tracy, the eminent novelist" (AS26 53). 

That this fictional author is pronounced 'minent' is a good sign in AS28 that this Tracy 

is about to be soundîy mocked. N tums out, unsuiprisingly, that Tracy's 'best known 

works" are 'Red Flawan's 1 ast Throw, Flower O' the Prairie, and Jake's 1 ast Ride - n 
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(53). This 'minent' writer is in fact the author of cowboy pulp novels. He is also, 

however, a writer in the world of AS2B. This means that it is possible for Shanahan, a 

character 'hired' by the wnter Trellis (one of the main characters in the novel), to have 

once worked for Mr William Tracy. Shanahan describes this aspect of his career, and 

introduces the reader to two other characters in AS2B: Shorty Andrews and Slug 

Willard, 'Wle toughest pair of boyos you'd meet in a day's walk" (53). Shanahan and 

these two good ol' boys end up ucow-punching down by the river in Ringsendm (53), 

but they soon discover that they have been robbed, Shanahan lamenting that 'be 

damned but wasnl the haîf of our steers nistled across the border in lrishtown by Red 

Kiersay's gang of thieving ruffiansn (54). But these boyos don't give up so easily, and 

go on the warpath, with Shanahan grandly pronouncing pet yourselves fed, says I to 

Shorty and Slug, we're goin' ridin' tonight. Where? says Slug. Right ovei to thetn thar 

rustlers' roost, says I, before Tracy finds out and skins us" (54). Vou see, the cattle 

were Mr Tracy's, to be used in his next work of fiction. 

Adventure ensues. Shanahan describes the action: 

So when the moon had raised her lamp o'er the prairie grasses, out flies the 

bunch of us, Slug, Shorty and myself on a buckboard making like hell for 

lrishtown wiüi our ears back and the b a s  of our six-guns streaming out behind 

us in the wind. ... Show drew out and gave the homes an unmerciful skelp 

across the where-you-know and away with us like aie wind and us roanng and 

cursing out of us like men that were lit with whis ky.... Be damned ta the lot of us, 

I roared, flaying the nags and bashing the bucboard across the prairie, passing 

out tomes and trams and sending poor so-and-so's on bicycles scutüing down 

side-lanes with nothing showing but the whites of their eyes. (55) 

In a hilarious mixture of cowboy romance language ('lamp o'er the prairie grasses') 

and Dublin-speak ('where-you-know' and 'so-and sols'), Shanahan describes a 
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typical western ride-to-danger-and-justice taking place on a 'prairie' which is actually 

an Irish town with lorries, trams, and side roads. The ride is a satiikalparody because 

the parody demonstrates the weaknesses of not only the conventions of the cowboy 

romance, but also of those Dubliners (and, really, al1 readers) who enjoy and identify 

with a literature that has nothing to do with their daily lives. 

These problems with this popular fom continue ta be stressed by O'Brien in two 

'press extractS.' One of them reveals the ride of the cowboys to be gratuitous, saying 

that "visitors can readily reach the ranch [to which Shanahan and the boys ride so 

valiantly] by taking the Number 3 tramn (56). The other describes the result of the 

bath between the cowboys and the thieves, foi which Shanahan enlists the aid "of a 

whole detachment of the D.M.P." (57), and Slug rounds up 'a crowd of Red lndians up 

in the Phoenix Paik" (57)' who are taking part in another of Tracy's books.10 

Shanahan describes the battle himself, but the 'Relevant excerpt from the Press" is 

more revealing of O'Brien's satire: 

a number of men, stated to be labourers, were anaigned before Mi Lamphall in 

the District Court yesterday moming on charges of riotous assernbly and 

malicious damage. Accused were described by Superintendent Clohessy as a 

gang of corner-boys whose horsbpîay in the streets was the cume of the 

Ringsend district .... On the occasion of the last escapade, two windows were 

broken in a tram-car the property of the Dublin United Tramway Company. 

lnspector Quin of the Company stated that the damage to the vehide amounted 

to t2 I ls. od. (59) 

The point of this extract, again, is its insistence that the tired conventions of popular 

literature, when observed h m  a more realistic point of view, not only lack originality 

and imagination, but are also absurd. Consequently, a great battte between rusHers, 

cowboys, Indians, and police, tums out to be nothing more than a mob of ccomer-boys 
to The D.M.P. are the Dublin plke force. 
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whose home-play' (that is a delicious pun) causes a couple of pounds of damage to a 

tram-car. Fuithemore, the hilarious and wildly imaginative aspects of the parody 

show that originality can improve upon convention, and is therefore more desirable 

than the trite repetition of conventions most often found in such popular foms as the 

cowboy pulp romance novel. The parodies above are satirical in that they 

demonstrate the weaknesses of popular fiction, possibly in an attempt to improve that 

fiction, and are thus infomed by two of the main goals of the satirist. 

While the satirical parody discussed above targets literary conventions in 

general, and not only cowboy romance literature, AS2B has still larger fish to fty. One 

of these other targets is the mythical figure of Finn MacCool, who is hired as a 

chaiacter foi Trellis' novel along with the less respectable Shanahan. In what is, 

according to Clissman, a parody of the Song of Amergin (lnfro 1 25), Finn describes 

himselt 

I am a bark for buffeting, said Finn, 

I am a hound for thomypaws .... 
I am a hole in a wall .... 
I am the breast of a young queen. said Finn .... 
l am a Connachtman's ear. ... 
I am an Ulsteman, a Connachtman, a Greek, said Finn. 

I am Cuchulahn, I am Patrick. 

I am CarbeyCathead, I am Goll. 

I am my own faaier and my own son. 

I am every hem from the crack of time. (AS28 17-18,19) 

The saident nanator hhself, parodying the conventions of the description of heroic 

Gaelic figures, describes Finn in this manner: 

Each thigh to him was to the thickness of a horse's belly, narnmring to a green- 
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veined calf to the thickness of a foal. Three fifties of fosterlings could engage 

with handball against the wideness of his backside, which was wide enough to 

hait the march of wamors through a mountain pass. (15) 

In AS26, the parody of Fnin. like the parody of cowboy romance literature, reveals 

once more the awful distance that exists between a literary character and a real 

person, as well as the inability of certain fonns of literature to avoid conventions and to 

achieve originality. In the case of Finn's description of himself, and the nanator's 

description of Finn, O'Brien extends his critique beyond literaiy language, genre, and 

characterization, into the targer realm of the epic, using the satirical parody to attack 

the conventional exaggeration of a rnythical character's attributes. 

Walter Nash's The Lang~âge o f r  explains the importance of a parody of 

a mythological figure. He suggests that, by alluding to such a figure, an author makes 

&a bid for situational power, the kind of power that interprets, cornrnents, and directs 

responses and allots social roles" (76), a power particularly important for the satidst. 

Such humorous allusions as O'Brien's, however, not only increase the power of the 

author, but also bring the author and the infonned reader closer togethet through their 

humour, as "the jestet invites the listener/reader to rejoice in his own literay and 

linguistic knowledgen (n). There is also an element of criticism in the parody, it being 

'impudently funny, and at aie same time [making] a criticism that might have been 

more woundingly phrased." and so "its effect is both to direct and to deflect the severity 

of criticism" (78). The point is, essentially, that a parody of a style rnay be more 

humorous than critical, more critical than humorous, or may indeed be less of a 

mockery of a particular style than a mockeiy of the populetity of a style. 

An important question, then, for understanding O'Brien's parody of Finn, and the 

poetry sunounding Rnn, is whether or not the parody is 'hostile' and satincal. Io this a 

parody that 'apprajs es.... in order to ridicule and discomfit" (Nash 82), or is it a Yight- 
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hearted exercisen and not "a satirical attack on a sage and serious pet,' a parody that 

'aims affectionately at the comprehension of certain stylisüc mannerisms" (83)? Most 

critics believe that the parody is not hostile, but discuss it at length. as this conclusion 

seems wunter-intuitive when O'Brien's tendency to satirize through parody is realized. 

Clissman claims that the AS26 parody of old Gaelic poets, and their translators like 

O'Keeffe, OGrady, anâ Meyer, is a parody that "is usually quite gentle," and that 

"O'Brien has restrained his parodic impulsen (InPo 129) when alluding to Finn. Shea 

Mds  that Wte novel is not so much a parody of any particular discourse as it is a 

parody of the [narrator's], Finn's, the press's .... anû O'Brien's own efforts to achieve 

lasting shape with words" (1 10). which implies that the main target of the parody of 

Finn and his laquage is not directed specifically at Finn-conventions, so much as at 

anyone who attempts to write at all. A similar, though sornewhat more refined position, 

is that of Cathal6 Hainle in 'Fionn and Suibhne in At Swim-Two Birds: 6 Hainle 

daims that "Flann O'Brien's concern was not so much with folklore as with literary 

texts, as rnodels, as a butt foc his mockery and as a basis for his parody" (21). 6 
Hainle goes on to suggest that "it is the author's intention to parody English 

translations of Fiannaiocht prose, and.. . . that the translations of Standish H. OGrady in 

Silva Gadelica are the principal butt of his humour" (24). Finn, in this understanding, is 

not the target of the satirical parody (if indeed it is satirical), but rather the targets are 

the translators of the poetry itsel. Furthemore, O'Brien rnay be *illustrating how 

ludicrous was the whole process of anglicisation of Irish personal names and place 

names, especially in works of l rish scholarship," including Douglas Hyde's Literarv 

Historvand O'Grady's Silva Gadelica (28). Again, the daim is made that FiM is not 

the target of any criticism. But this does rot seem to be a satisfactory understanding of 

the parodies; how couid O'Brien make a charam and a lbrature b k  so ridiculous. 

and yet be merely mocking its translators. and therefore commitüng no real act of 
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irreverence? The parody of Finn and his translators is for the most patt quite harmless, 

but that there is still a 'hostile' element to the parody, as Nash would describe it. It is 

this hostile element that allows for the satire in the parody, as 'parody becomes a 

satirical weapon when the parodist is angered by an author's philosophies, 

arguments, or recurrent attitudesn (Nash 85). Now, while I do not suggest that O'Brien 

was exactly 'angered' by Finn-poety and by its translators, it is clear that his 

exaggerated descriptions of Finn, his rnocîcery of Finn's poetry, his mockety of Finn's 

pompous belief in himself as a hero, and, indeed, his mockery of anyone's belief in 

Finn's (or anyone's) heroic nature, clearly makes his parody satirical in nature, in its 

attack on the conventions of mythological literature and on the problerns of translating 

such literature. 

A broader and more contemporaiy target of the satirical parodying in O'Brien's 

novels, which is widened by his humorous allusions, is modemism. Sue Asbee, in 

ann O'Brien, after admitting that AS28 owes much to modemism (its 'intennreaving of 

myth and contemporary events, the lack of plot," etc.), suggests that "it is equally 

important to recognize that one reason for this 'imitation' was to make fun of 

modemism* (ix). The 'imitation' is actually a parody, and, because it is criacal, also 

something of a satire. In AS28 specifically, O'Brien, through parody, %ends up the 

idea of seeming fragments held together in a secure aesthetic framework"; for 

example, while 'sorne of his references and allusions come from 'respectable' literary 

sources," others include 'road safety niles copied fnwn the back of an exercise book" 

(Asbee x). O'Brien also aclaiowledges, and sends up, the exclusiveness of the 

modemist penchant for alluding to obscure woiks (somewhat parodoxically when one 

considers his own allusions tu myth in AS24, thus making "a comic critique of 

modernist novels that have l i l e  interest for or in the common readei' (44). 

60th of these cnticisms are Inked to 0'8rienen's impatience with 'intellectualism,' 
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with exclusive writing and thought, an impatience not surprising in a writer who is just 

as much a journalist as he is a novelist - and just as much a hurnorist as he is a critic. 

Asbee, in one of the more eloquent defenses of O'Brien's importance, suggests that 

O'Brien was essentially a comic writer. But this notion should not blind us to the 

fact that the impulse of clowning was always a result of something 

fundamentally serious or sinister. He might have dismissed At Swim-Two-Birds 

as 'juvenile scrhriny," but it was a response to writers who had, in his opinion, 

taken themselves and their art too seriously. O'Brien rnocked them by taking 

their 'experimentsn to excess.... Of the many ways in which At Swim can be 

read, one is as a piece of corrective laughter aimed at the modemists. (1 12) 

This 'corrective laughter' is what drives O'Brien, like al1 setirists, to write, and is 

apparent in his satincal parodies of modemism. 

One of the main targets of O'Brien's attack on modernism is, then, evident in his 

"pamdy of elitist, allusive Modemist worksn (54), as Asbee explains in her aiticle "& 

Readen and Literary Reference." But the modemist notion of the 

author, as Joyce put it in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young m, that 'the artist, like the 

God of the creation, remains within or behind or beyond or above nis handiwoik, 

invisible, refined out of existence, indifferent, paring his fingemails" (233), is also 

implicitiy attacked by O'Brien in his 'parody of overt novelistic self-consciousness" 

(Cohen CC 58). This, however, brings one of the possible reasons for O'Brien's 

criticism of modemism to the fore: his intense personal disliku of James Joyce. 

Clissman suggests that his 'impulse to parody Joyce had begun as early as 

omhthrom Feinnen (100), the student newspaper to which O'Brien was a famous 

contributor, and since this impulse sens through al1 of O'Brien's writings, almost every 

critic who writes about O'Brien feels the need to interpret O'Brien's hatred, contempt, 

or jeabusy, for Joyce and his followers. 
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That O'Brien often ctiticizes Joyce, through parody and satire, is thus a long- 

established and universally accepted daim in the O'Brien critical canon. Every attack 

O'Brien makes on modemism can be interpreted as an attack on Joyce, as can every 

attack O'Brien makes on artists in general. Regarding AS24 Del Ivan Janik, in 'Flann 

O'Brien: The Novelist as Cntic," describes the novel as 'a perceptive and witty 

commentary on and criücism of James Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a You~a  Mann 

and Ulvsse& a criticism "such as might be found in a scholarly article or a casual 

essay, integrated instead into a novel that contains other riches of its own" (64). Not 

surprisingly, Janik notes that much of O'Brien's cnücism of A Portrait of the Artist takes 

the form of parody" (67); for example, Oriick is a parody of Stephen Dedalus (65), the 

namator's friends "are reminiscent of Stephen's," (66), and so on. The satirical 

parodying of Joyce in AS2B is an established claim of O'Brien studies,ll and will be 

discussed further in relation to two of O'Brien's other novels that specifically attack 

Joyce, The Hard Ufe and The Delkev Archive. 

O'Brien's parodies and cnticisms, in ASZB, of cowboy romances, of ancient Irish 

poetry and its translations, of modemism, and of Joyce, al1 point to the novers general 

parodying and cnticism of Yhe author,' and of literature, providing 'an important clue to 

O'Brien's own conception of the purpose and function of literature* (lntro 106). Jose 

Lanters, in 'Fiction within Fiction: The Role of the Author in Flann O'Brien's A m  

Two-Biids and The Third Policeman," eloquently describes O'Brien's attitudes towards 

the author and literature, noting that AS28 'is directly concerned with the concepts of 

writing and literature, and wiVi the artificiality of literaiy conventions" (267), a concept 

already discussed above in O'Brien's criticism of the exaggerated heroic portrayal of 

Finn and the literally 'literary' Dublin cowboys-for-hiie. Lanters goes on to discuss this 
11 Every O'Brien critic mes on this subject. but wme of the more lengthy and interesthg discussions of 
O'Brien and Joyce can be found in Asbee's 9 .  and in Clissman's Intro. J.C.C. Mays's "Man 
O'Noian and Joyce on AR and Life* is a seminal article on the subject An interesting look into the 
influence of Joyce on O'Brien, instead of O'Brien's attitude towards Joyce, can be found in Stephen 
Lamont's MA. thesis, &jan O'Nolan and the Jovcean Influence. 
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attitude in more detail, claiming that, for O'Brien, 

the artist should write first and foremost for an audience, or else not wnte at all, 

for fiction for its own sake leads nowhere. O'Brien's belief that man never 

learns from experience and never attains self-knowledge leads him to the 

inevitable conclusion that it is a sign of foolishness and conceit in a writer to 

make boM statements about the world and to create the impression, through 

excess of imagination, that he understands more than he does. The conclusion 

must be that unreason prevails in the world, and that it is folly to pretend, in 

literature or othennrise, that this unreason does not exist. Instead, the writer of 

fiction should use his imagination to probe and query that irrational part of' 

experience that cannot be grasped by reason. (281 ) 

O'BrÎen cannot stand the disinterested author 'paring his fingernails.' nor can he stand 

the author who pretends to pomay reality, believing that literaryreality is the only kind 

of reality that can be communicated through literature. This is the reason for much of 

his satirical parodying in ASZB, and is what makes the novel such an important 

comment upon Vie nature of specific literary movements and upon literature as a 

whole. This position may seem confused, as O'Brien dislikes both realsm and 

modernism, two notions often considered directly apposed to each other. O'Brien's 

satire demands of his readers, however, that they see that both sides of the argument 

beniveen the two modes are flawed, and therefore that neiMer is a perfect arüstic 

O'Brien's dislike of the attempt to portray reality in literahrre is second only to his 

dislike of readen who actually believe that literature c m  pORfay reality. This is evident 

most powerfully in his nova The Poor Mouth, sen in lflsh as An Wal Bocht, whkh 

explores the consequences of a literature that turns a real peoples culture, language, 

and poverty into a romanticized tool of political power and personal fulfilment 
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Critics have often noted that The Poor Mouth is a parody and satire of the lrish 

wriangs of Seamas O Grianna (6 Brolchain 9) and of Tomas 6 Criomhthain's An t- 

Oileanach (NLM 126). Cronin observes, however, that O'Brien admired 6 
Criomhthain's book; he quotes O'Brien as saying that it is a "great bodC and that 'its 

impact was explosive. In one week I wrote a parody of it called An Béal BocM" (126). 

This is a good example of O'Brien's ability to M d  two positions at once, to be able to 

respect a work of literature and yet to subject that same work to a brutal parody. 

Booker, like Cronin. acknowledges that in PM, 'satire is partially effected through a 

parody of specific Irish writers like Tom& 6 Criomhthain and Seamas 6 Grianna," but 

points out that "mudi of th8 force of this pafody is necessarily lost in the English 

translationn (69). One aspect of the parody and satire of literature that does survive, 

however, is the repetition of the inane phrase 'ouf likes wiil never be there again," 

which, though only usal once in 6 CriomMhainls book, is repeated ad nauseum in PM 

a (Asbee 76). But prose is not the only Iiterary target in the novel, as O'Brien also 

parodies me eighteenth œntury Aisling poetry for which [O'Brien] had little respect" 

(1 06). These attecks on lnsh literature are similar to those effected in AS28. but 

manage to survive in the translation because of O'Brien's satirical use of parody. 

The Poor Mouth, however, not only parodies and criticizes speafic works of 

literature, but also 'lashes out at the sterility of Gaelic literature and at the image of the 

idyllic, pastoral, contentai Gad which aie Literary Revival had cultivateci" (Famon 89). 

The danger of the invented 'image' of the Gael, for O'Brien, is that R is a litereryimage, 

promoted by the Gaelic bague, that masquerades as a reality, and threfore infringes 

negatively upon the existence of the Gaelic peoples stereotyped by this image. 

O'Brien expresses his outrage at this pracüœ through the character of 'Sitric 

O'Senasa,' a man of extreme poverty. Through O'Sanasa, O'ûrien 'mocks al1 those 

witers who unouid sentÎrn8ntalize the holy poveriy and sacred simpîicity of the Gaek 
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peasant" (Kiberd 508). When th8 narrator, Bonaparte O'Coonassa, is describing 

Sitnc, he notes that, while the residents of Corkadoragha, where the novel takes place, 

"always regarded [Sitric] as a recipient of alms and compassion," visiting "gentlemen 

from DuMin who came in motors to inspect the paupers praised him for his Gaelic 

poverty and stated that they never saw anyone who appeared so truly Gaelic. One of 

the gentlemen broke a little bottîe of water which Sitric had, because, said he, it 

spoiled the effecf (PM 88). O'Brien is satirking the Gaelic revivalists, affluent and 

educated, who, for nationalistic reasons, create and believe in a Gaelic culture 

represented by Sitric. They have no intention of doing anything to help the Gaelic 

people and preserve the Gaelic culture, other than by visiting 'Gaelic' areas and taking 

part in cultural 'traditions' of their own invention. 

What O'Brien is doing is criticizing those who read about what Ireland was like 

'in the past,' and who wish to make that literary past a present reality for aieir own 

(nationalistic) purposes. Amther example of this can be found in those 'gentlemen 

from Dublin," who change their names from English into Irish (see 14-15 below). 

Douglas Hyde provides a historical example of this tendency, having "employed the 

pseudonyrn A n  Crajbhin AoibhKln (The Pleasant Little Branch) in order to hide a 

sumame which pointed clearly back to invading English soldieV (Kiberd 501 -502). 

This is no less 'ludicrous' than the anglicisation of Irish names mentioned on page 31 

above. These 'gentlemen' also "adoptecl aie kilt as their public [and Gaelic] costume 

in blissful unawareness that it was a foreign [English and then Scottish] importation" 

(Kiberd 502). There is humwr in tMs satirical parody of O'Brien's, but not much, as the 

issues of poverty, nationalism, and oppression are far less humorous than a reader's 

misreading or an authoh miswriting. Satire is here meeting tragedy. 

Dedan Kiberd, in lnventina Ireland, sums up the impact of PM well: 

The satire and the tragedy are finally one. for in mocking the uffiial diches of 
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previous Irish writers, [O'Brien] is emphasizing the plight of a peasantry which 

has had foisted on it a falsely romanticized ethos... from stage Irish in the 

nineteenth century to stage Gael in the twentieth, one mask has simply been 

exchanged for another. For [O'Brien] the most distressing aspect of this was the 

alaming number of Irishmen, in the last century and in the present, who were 

willing to conforni to these stereotypes. (503) 

O'Brien believes that literature cannot portray reality, and attacks that notion; but he 

also attacks the more disturbing relationship between reality and literature, when 

reality mimics literature and alkws that disturbing invention to corne to a gross and 

misshapen Iife of its own in the real world, where pain is not just a four letter ink-stain 

on a page. 

The most disturbing, and therefore the most cutting, criticism in PM is again 

aimed at those 'gentlemen from Dublin' whom O'Coonassa calls the 'Gaeligores.' 

These visitors decide that they are going to enjoy a Gaelic feis, a large Yraditional 

Gaelic' party, being put on by the locals in Corkadoragha. The Old-Grey-Fellow, the 

namator's grandfather, has noticed that the Gaeligores are coming less frequently, and 

therefore give him less opportunity to fleece them of their money. He detemiines that 

they have stopped coming because: 

1. The tempe& of the countyside was too tempestuous. 

2. The putridity of the countryside was too putrid. 

3. The pwerty of the countryside was too poor. 

4. The Gaelicisim of the countryside was too Gaelic. 

5. The tradition of the countryside was too traditional. (50) 

The Old-Grey-Fellow is aware that the Gaeligores do not want a real Gaelic 

countryside to visit; rathet, they want a kind of tourist fakery that they can pmtend is 

real while they enjoy the cornfort they are used tom This passage highlights the 
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superficial nature of the Gaeligores' interest in the Gaels that so outraged O'Brien. 

The people of Corkadoragha, however, are poor, and so set to work preparing 

the feis to attract the demeaning (but rich) Gaeligores back to their region. Their 

attempt to please aie visitors by mimicking the literary image of the Gael is disastrous: 

"The night beforehand a large gang of men woiked diligently in the midst of the min 

erecting a plaffonn .... None of these fellows ever had good health again after the 

downpour and storm of that night, while one of those who did not survive was buried 

before the platfonn was dismantled on which he had laid down his life for the cause of 

the Gaelic language" (51). The sacrifice of the Gaels is brutal. Will it be appreciateû? 

When the Gaeligores amve, the narrator notices their kilts, a garment he calls "a 

lady's underskif (51). He then feds "quite ashamed that there was not even one true 

Gael among us in Coikadoraghan (51-52), because none of the residents Wear kilts. 

He believes the Gaeligores' misinterpretation of what it means to be 'Gaelic'. The 

nanator also notices that the Gaeligores "had yet another distinction which we [the 

residents of Coikadoragha] did not have since we lost true Gaelicism - they al1 lacked 

names and sumames but received honoiaiy titles, self-grantedm (52), describing 'a 

bulky, fat, slow-moving man whose face was grey and flabby and appeared 

suspended between deaths from Iwo motta1 diseases; he took unto himself the title of 

The Gaelic Daisr (52). The narrator then lists fortysne other outrageous pseudo- 

names, some of which include: 

Connacht Cat 

The Gaudy Crow 

The Running Knight 

Popeye the Sailor 

Mary's Spinning-wheel 

The Soû of Turf 



Baboro 

The ûther Beetle 

The Temperate Munsterman 

Eight Men 

The Dative Case 

The Headache 

The Sweet Little Kiss (52-53) 

The residents attend the feis, despite being "ragged and hungry" (53), and after many 

orations by the Gaeligores, 'many Gaels collapsed from hunger and the strain of 

listening while one fellow died most Gaelically in the midst of the assembly" (55). The 

satire shows, with this darkly humorous image, the consequences of a people 

attempting to live up to the stereotypes of others, the irony being that the others 

invented the stereotypes in oider to presenre the very people and culture the 

stereotypes destroy. 

More hilarious are the speeches, in Irish, given by the Gaeligores. One is an 

especially cutting parody: 

Gaelsl he said, it delights my Gaelic heatt to be here today speaking Gaelic with 

you at this Gaelic feis in the centre of the Gaeltacht. May I state that l am a 

Gad. l'm Gaelic from the crown of my head to soles of my feet .... Likewise, you 

are al1 tnily Gaelic. We are al1 Gaelic Gaels of Gaelic lineage .... I myself have 

spoken not a word except Gaelic since the day I was bom - just like you -- and 

every sentence l've ever uttered has been on the subject of Gaelic .... There is 

no use in having Gaelic, if we converse in it on non-Gaelic topics. (54) 

He speaks in ?rue Gaelic Gaelic about the truly Gaelic languagen (55), even as the 

Gaelic people around him die from hunger. Again, the satire and the parody aie 

humomus, but the message to the Gaeligores is a serious one indeed. 
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As noted above, throughout the book O'Brien "satirise[s] the assumptions of the 

average Irish language enthusiast" (6 Hainle 36)' and also "satirises the Gaelic 

writen, aie folklorists, the Literary Revival, and the romanticised image of the peasant" 

(Farnon 94). The novel, aien, parodies and saürizes Gaelic IiteraRire, its authors, its 

readers, and those who wish to belong to a group of people whom they dont 

understand, and whose image is M i n g  more than a literary and political creation. 

Rie scope of this criticism is quite broad for a novel that is just over one hundred 

pages long, and which "may be one of the first parodies in modem Irish" (Kiberd 510), 

and is a good example of O'Brien's satirical and parodical virtuosity. 

The sub-title of The Poor Mouth is "a bad story about the hard life." Kiberd notes 

that this phrase is signifiant because it 'becarne the eventual title of [O'Brien's] next 

book, which was itsetf sub-titleâ 'An Exegesis of Squalor', a peflect description of what 

had already been achieved in An B8al Bocht" (503). The achievement in The Hard 

Life, however, is no less significant than that of The Poor Mouth. O'Brien's own 

reaction to the novel is characteristically paradoxical; while he once describeâ it as the 

work of 'a writer who is only, for the moment, cIowningIn he also claimed that it *is a 

very important book and very funny. Its apparently pedestrian-style is delusive" (qtd. in 

NLM 21 5). Consequently, the bulk of the satire in mis nwel is not presented as 

straightforwardly as that of his other works. 

As a result, the critical reaction to the novel has been somewhat ambivalent 

Cronin believes that '70 make over-large daims for [HL] would be to affront the 

essenüaily modest nature d the work itself," and says that M i n  its limits it is. as 

[Brendan] Behan said, 'a gem', but the limits are thereIn noting that the "book is 

basically a sequerice of jokesn (NLM 21 5). Tess Hurson, in "Conspicwus Absences: 

The Hard Life," does not think that the work is satirical (1 19-120), claiming that the 

w r k  'suffers. hawever deliberatsiyI from the la* of authorial interference, and the 
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price of the author's withdrawal is a novel with no meaning, no pattern. It refuses 

fictionality" (120). Hurson also notes that the schemes of Manus, a character based on 

"the Brothef character in Cniiskeen Lawn, and who is also the brother of the narratot, 

Finnbarr, are, "unlike those of his predecesson .... inherently lacking in scope and 

imagination" (1 25). Hurson believes that the novel is a failure in comparison to 

O'Brien's previous work, especially AS2B and TP, because it is exactly what it was 

intended to be: a book written in a pedestrian style. 

Hurson does, however, offer a counter-argument to this assessment of HL. She 

wonders if "perhaps The Hard Life asks for the recognition that the earlier novels cal1 

forth their dialectical opposite - The Hard Life -- a novel which imitates life, not fiction," 

indicating that the novel may be "a self-referential parody" (1 31). 1 think that this 

assessment is much more reliable than that of the main (and critical) argument of 

Hurson's aiticle. For instance, to Say that the novel lacks authorial interference, and 

that it has no meaning or pattern, that it refuses fictionality, could just as well be praise 

in another context. HL is more fully understood as another satire of O'Brien's, its 

'pedestrian-style' critically parodying pretentious literary styles and themes. 

Clissman agrees with Hurson that the novel is a failure, claiming that it 

'becornes wearisome, especially since O'Brien relies on a small number of comic 

devices which becorne ovemorked and ineffective as the book progressesn (Intro 

272), but recognizes that the novel contains at least two satirical attacks. The fiist 

involves the clirnactic scene with the pope - in which Mr. Collopy, the nanator's 

guardian, attempts to convince the religious leader of the importance of establishing 

bathmans for women on the stieets of Dublin - and the name of Collopy's CO- 

conspinitor, the German priest 'Father Fahrt," as these are part of a @satire of certain 

aspects of the Churchn (285) in aie novel. The second involves O'Brien's skeptical 

reaction to pedagogy and its often overblown language: 
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O'Brien's art is the art of distoition. In the brothets letter [to Manus] he presents 

what could be a typical education manifesto, a prospectus of studies to be 

completed, but he has exaggerated it and put it into the mouth of a character 

whom we know to be unworthy. He then relies on the disparity between the 

reader's expectations - about education, culture and the like - and their 

knowledge of the brothei's character to tum parody into satire. (279-280) 

This letter outlines the brother's intention to begin a correspondence school that wouM 

attempt to teach such unrelated topics as "Boxing , Foreign Languages.. . . Joumalism ... . 
Astronomy .... A Cure for Cancer .... Prevention and Treatment of Boils ....[ and] Chessn 

(HL 82). These promises can never be fulfilled, and thus '[un this letter parody, irony 

and satire are interchangeable, and the extract becomes an attack on quacks and 

charlatans, of whom the brother is a supreme example" (Intro 280). These two satincal 

attacks are similar in fom and content to those made in O'Brien's other, more highly 

praised novels. 

But despite these satirical attacks, Clissman considers the novel a failure, 

assessing the novel's satire as not being as consistent, effective, or original as that of 

O'Brien's three previous novels. But the novel does have a defender in Mary Power's 

"Flann O'Brien and Classical Satire: An Exegesis of The Hard Me." Power daims that 

the novel is 'rooted in Juvenalian satire" and that m e  object of the satire is family life 

at the tum of the century" (87), a curious topic for O'Brien to satirize. In a novel once 

described by its author as 'a treatise on piss and vomit" (qtd. in lntm 280), Power notes 

that 'il could be seid that the objectivity of the narrative is simply the result of the 

indlgestibility of the subject mattei" (88). This, then, is what makes the novel a work 

mat conceals its own aK (88) - its pedestrian style t the comment on literature, to a 

far greater extent than any explicit action, statement, or parody in the novel itself. 

Through this daim, Power saves HL from such attacks as those of Humn and 
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Clissman, noting that the pedestrian style of the novel is satirical, and thus that the 

apparent weakness8s of the novel are actwlly satiricaî comments upon Iiterature, and 

not weaknesses within the novel itself. This recognition of the satirical effect of the 

novel's overall structure justifies aie novel's 'weaknesses,' ranking it akngside 

O'Brien's other novels as a signlicant piece of writing . 
Power also notes that there is some explicit satire in the novel, and that aie 

"object of O'Brien's satire is James Joyce" (89). O'Brien's look at family life in the earîy 

part of the centwy, in al1 its squalor, 'demythdogizes Joyce and defines Irish Iife 

against idealization of any sort" (89). In PM, O'Brien demythologizes the life of the 

Vue' Gaels, and in HL he demythologizes the life of the Dubliner. An example of this 

can be found in the discussions that take place between Collopy and Fahrt over 

whisky. Clissman notes that their "pedantic quibbling about distorted views of the 

Church and Irish history which take place in the big kitchen" (Intro 273) are significant, 

but fails to understand their true importance: they are a satirical parody of the famous 

dinner-table discussion at the beginning of Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Youna 

Man. f his discussion of the Church and politics is quite similar to that of Collopy and - 
Fahrt's. While Dante defends the Church and attacks Parnell for his infidelity, Mr. 

Dedalus remarks that "the language of the Hoiy Ghost," piously quoteâ by Mrs. 

Riordan, is "very bad language if you ask men (31). Collopy himself attacks the 

Church, similarly imverently, arguing against its defense of suffering. Father Fahrt 

asks, 'well, Collopy, what are we in this world for? We are here to suffer. We must 

sancüfy ourselves. That's what sufferïng is for" (29). Collopy responds with an 

hilarious, grotesque diatribe: 

-Çather, said Mr Collopy at last, you would go off your bloody head if you had 

the same situation in your own house. You would make a show of yourself. 

You would tell Father Supenor to go to Ml, lep out the front door and bugger off 
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down to Stephen's Green. Oh, I'm up to ye saints. Well up to ye. Do you not 

think that women have enough suffering, as you cal1 it, bringing babies into the 

world? And why do they do that? ls it because they're mad to sanctify 

themselves? Well faith no! It's because the husband is one great torch ablaze 

with the fires of lust! (29) 

The parody of the famous debate in A Portrait satirizes Joyce's portrayai of Irish family 

life in the eariy par& of the century, as well as Joyce's tendency to mythologize banal 

events, unforgivably distorting reality through literature. 

The novel continues its attack on fiterature's distortion of reality, and the 

consequences of this distoition, through the 'lowbrow' intellectualism of the brother's 

(Manus's) conespondence school. O'Brien's main cdticism here, as always, is that 

people believe what they read. In one instance, the brother, writing as "Professor 

Latimer Dodds," composes a "four-page book of instructionsn on how to walk a 

tightrope. He explains to Finnbarr: 'Price sixpence only. I fs for nothing. A packet of 

fags and a box of matches would cost you neaily that, and no fag would give you the 

thrill of thinking about the high wiren (39). Finnbarr remarks thet this looks to me like a 

swindle," but the brother responds, 'nibbish. I'm only a bookseller. The valuable 

instructions and explanations are given by Professor Latimer Dodds. And he has 

included wamings of the danger as welln (39). But despite these wamings, someone, 

inevitably, is injured. A boy almost drowns, falling off a tightrope strung across the 

Liiey (75-77). A policeman tells Collopy about the incident and its connection to the 

brother, but the bmther denies al1 knowledge and responsibility, saying "1 refuse to be 

womeâ about what brats from the slum say or think, or at country roners eithef (ï6). 

The r d  problem with the brother, however, is not his refusal to take responsibility for 

his actions. The problem is that the brother is an author. He writes a pamphlet about 

tightrope walking, and assumes that people will get a thrill from only thinking about the 
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high wire. He assumes a pseudonym and creates a false personality - Professor 

Latimer Dodds, 'a retired trapeze and high wire arfist" (39) - and therefore lies to his 

readers. The parody of correspondence courses is evident in 'Dodds's' pretentious 

use of language, which, though it promises much with its apparently educated style, in 

fact only renders its meaning trite and banal.12 Through this parody, O'Brien satirizes, 

as he does in AS2B, the pretensions of the author. He is also. however, satinking 

himself, the pseudonymous author who wntes about writing. The Hard Life is a 

waming to anyone who takes literature too seriously - or seriously at al1 - and to 

anyone who might be ternpted to exchange a belief M the myth of the author for the 

myth of the pseudonymous satirist. 

This general attack, waged upon the author through the satirical parody, and 

present in al1 of O'Brien's novels discussed above, is again present in The Dalkev 

Archive. which O'Brien described as 'not rneant to be a novel or anything of the kind 

but a study in derision, various writers with their styles, and sundry modes, and 

attitudes and cults being rats in the cage" (qtd. in Intro 293). Some of the novel is 

based upon The Third Policeman (discussed below), including the character of De 

Selby (in TP he is 'de Selby"), and the strange 'Mollycule" theory of Sergeant Fottrell, 

which is actually the 'Atomic Theory" of Sergeant Pluck in TP. The difference between 

the two novels is that, white T l  is for th8 most paft a satire and parody of academia 

and tnithaeeking, DA is a satire and parody of authors and, specifically, as usual with 

O'Brien, James Joyce. 

Joseph Devlin explains O'Brien's 'increasingly vituperative statements about 

Joyce .... as an extreme result of the anxiety of influence," but insists that mis is only 
12 An sxample of the style of aie pamphîet is worai quoting: "lt wem foliy to assevernt8 that periastral 
peripatesis on the aes ductife, ot wire, is destitute of pmfound peril not only to sundry membra, or limbs, 
but to the backaml veriest IHe itself. Whwefore is the mader most graciously implored to abstain from k 
&que matur by Rist submitüng hlmself to the most perspicacious scnitiny by highiyqualified physician or 
surgeon for, in addition to anatomical verifitions, evidence of Meniere's Disease, causeci by 
haemomhage into the equilibristic labyrinth of the ears, causing senous nystagmus and insecurity of gait!' 
(a). ihb is O'Bléenrs paIOdying at its best. 
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'part of the story," as O'Brien's "increasing tendency to view aiüstic experimentation as 

aitistic pretension causes [O'Brien] to anathernatize the most visible proponent of the 

discredited methods, James Joycen (97). This anathematization takes the form, in DA, 

of brhiging Joyce back to life and having him serve drinks in a bar in Skerries, 

avoiding fame, and attempting to become a Jesuit priest. 

The cdticism of Joyce, other than the obvious mockery of his person, begins 

with O'Brien's dislike of characterization. Shea daims that in DA, with 'subdued sport, 

[O'Brien] scoffingly emulates the disposition of novels to revolve around character, 

determining predictable paths through spent serial arrangements" (1 66). These 'spent 

serial arrangements,' according to Shea, are part of the parody, and account for 

O'Brien's daim that the work is 'not a novel;' by this, 'O'Brien means that his book 

merely feigns a realistic approach" (1 67). The parody and satire are thus buried in the 

fom of the text itself, just as they are in HL. O'Brien shows that he can create an 

absurâ characterization of James Joyce, in much the same way as academics and 

biographers can create their own characterization of Joyce. Again, as in al1 of the 

novels discussed above, O'Brien is satirking, through parody, the attempt to portray 

reality through literature. 

There is, however, some explicit, 'unburied' satire in the novel. 8ooker 

describes the mockery of Joyce as satirical, explaining that ïm find this Joyce a 

greatly diminished figure, rabidly pious, whose only dream is to somehow become a 

Jesuit despite his advanced age," and that this 'portrait of Joyce given in the book is 

highly satirica (1 13).13 The mockery is evident in this fictional Joyce's love of the 

church, which he hated in 'real life', and thus O'Brien's 'ultimate point, with regard to 

Joyce, seems to be that Joyce's viniknt and sustained attack on the church showed 

that he was in fact much more saturated with Catholicism than he woutd like to admit" 

13 8ooker. &hg a letter of O'Brien's quoted from Cllssman's Intm, notes th& QB<ien, WWng of The 
a wrote of Joyce that T m  going to get my own back on that buggel (1 13). 
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(1 14). 

This point made, O'Brien attacks the church itself, thus demonstrating his ability 

to hold two seemingly opposed positions at once. O'Brien's attack on the church and 

the Jesuits is accomplished through the character of Father CobMe, a simple-minded, 

ignorant and obtuse lush (much like Father Fahrt in HL), and also through the 

rnomentarily resurrected Augustine, who says that the "Jesuits are the wiliest, cutest 

and most mendacious ruffians who ever lay in wait for simple Christiansn (34-35). 

Booker explains this attack, claiming The Jesuits fom ideal targets .... because their 

emphasis on leaming allows [O'Brien] to mock both religion and pedantry in a single 

blow" (1 10). and that "tis emphasis on the Jesuits also suggests an additional parallel 

with the work of Joyce, in which Jesuits figure prominently" (1 10). In portraying Joyce 

as a devoted Catholic who wishes to become a Jesuit, O'Brien is mocking him, an 

author who hated the church, and is criticizing those who criticire the church but who 

continue to operate, if unconsciously, within its ideology. Furthemore, since pait of 

the joke is that Father Cobble is too dense to understand Joyce's intentions, asking 

him not to join the order, but to mend the Jesuits' underwear (they wonJt do it 

themselves), O'Brien is also, paradoxically, agreeing with Joyce that the order is far 

frorn perfect. This is a curious mixture of genial and hostile parody, in that at one 

moment O'Brien defends the church through an attack on Joyce, while at the next 

moment (or even simultaneously) he defends Joyce through an attack on the church. 

The attack on the pedantry of the Jesuits, as Clissman notes, is only a part uof dl 

the discussion of religious characlers, incidents and problemsn in the novel, and is 

done ?O illustrate the pettiness, the casuistry of all such discussion" (lntro 305). This is 

an echo, if not even a continuation, of the low-brow religious discussions in HL, which 

have now become high-brow, especially in the conversation between Augustine and 

De Selby. Just like those discussions in HL. 'most debates on religious themes [ni DA] 
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descend to the completely tflvial or the minute," and through them "the futility of such 

mental processes is satirised by O'Brien. All the characters who engage in such 

disputation are hair-splittingn (305). The simihrity in Mility between Collopy's 

sentiments and Augustine's are evident in Augustine's dislike for St. Paul. Here is 

Augustine: 

Paul is in our place [heaven], ooften encorpifi& and always atfended by his 

physician Luke, pufthg poultices on his patients sore neck. When Paul shows 

too much consate in hiinself, the great blatherskie with his epistles in bad 

Greek, the chronic two-timer, 1 sometimes ruar alter him 'You're not on the road 

to Datnascus now!' Puts him in his place. (HL 37, O'Brien's italics) 

In this passage, Augustine, with his Dublin brogue, sounds much like Collopy, whose 

typical husband is 'a great torch ablaze with the fires of lust.' Augustine also echoes 

Mr. Dedalus' sentiment in A Portrait of the Aih'st gg a Youna Man, in which Dedalus too 

expresses a dislike for the language of the Bible. Ako like Collopy, it must be noted, 

Augustine's pronouncement is petty, wildly imaginative, and hilarious. 

Archive is thus (for the most part) a satire of pedantry, of 

academicism, and especially of Joyce, in that Yhe parody of Joyce, which was very 

evident in At Swim and The Har$ Life, reaches its climax in The Dalkev Archive" (Intro 

306). Similady, the implicit parody and satire of pretentious literary fomis, evident in 

the pedestrian fonn of HL, is continued in DA'S mock-reelism and characterization. As 

Shea notes, "the namator's self-conscious parody. .. . parades the pedestrian quality of 

an overworked set-piece, reminding us that we have seen it al1 before .... exposing the 

shortcomings of established narrative procedures* (1 61 ). Thus, "by fatuously 

confonning to conventional formatsn (1 4), DA satirizes, through parody, the 

pretensions of authois both experimental and traditional, and anyone pretending to 

determine truth through dialogue and debate. 
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This last target - the academic and academic research - is, not surprisingly, also a 

target in The Third Policeman, an earlier and at the time unpublished novel of 

O'Brien's from which he bonowed somewhat in the writing of DA. As usual, the attack 

on academicism may have begun with O'Brien's dislike of Joyce. Asbee notes, in a 

section of Flann O'Brien entitled "Scholarship and Satire," that "it is true to Say that 

O'Brien reserved his greatest skepticism for the critical industry, particularly that which 

he saw growing up around Joyce's work; pseudoscholarship and pedantry are 

pilloried in The Third Policemann (66). This dislike may have ôeen caused partly by 

jealousy for the rival author's popularity, but the consistency and impressive style with 

which O'Brien attacks scholarship throughout his novels, and eqWally throughout 

TP, indicetes that it was more than just a particularly petty obsession. 

Rudiger Irnhof, in "Two Meta-Novelists: Sternesque Elemems in Novels by 

Flann O'Brien," notes that the satiric devices used by O'Brien to 'pillory' scholarship 

are Men similar to aiose of Laurence Sterne. lmhof daims mat Sterne, and many 

other authors who belong to aie tradition of wit .... used .... encyclopedic 

knowledge to parody scientific approaches and meaiods of the time as well as 

to satirise the belief in the usefulness of pedantic thoroughness and abundance 

of detail, showing .... that the world of leaming is often at variance with the world 

of human affairs and thereby pointing to the uselessness of enidition. (185) 

This type of device is used by O'Brien throughout many of his novels, including AS26, 

with its abundant use of the most-likely-fictional ConsDectus of the Arts and Natural 

Sciences (discussed in Asbee 27-28), as well as TP, with its parody of aie massive 

(and definitely fictional) works of the mad scientist 'de Selby' and his critics. One of 

aiese works. by the fictional scholar 'Hatchjaw,' is in fact enütled 'Consoectus of the de 

Selbv Dialectic" (1 53). A footmte in 7P on a work by de Selby. howver, bears even 

more similarity to the device nom above. lt describes 



the 'Codex' (first so-called by Bassett in his monumental De Selbv 

ornoendiuni) [as] a collection of some two thousand sheets of foolscap 

closely hand-written on both sides. ihe  signal distinction of the manuscript is 

that not one word of the wriüng is legible. Attempts made by different 

commentators to decipher certain passages which look less formidable than 

othen have been characterized by fantastic divergencies .... One passage, 

described by Bassett as being 'a penetrating treatise on old age' is refemed to 

by Henderson (biographer of Bassett) as 'a not unbeautiful description of 

lambing operations on an unspecified farrn'. Such disagreement, it must be 

confessed, does little to enhance the reputation of either writer. (150) 

The huge text, though illegible, is still studied by the foolish scholan, whose 

disagreement makes a debate between a Marxist and a New Critic look like a srnall 

and easily resolvable problem. 

Keith Hopper, in his full-length study Flann O Bnen 9 '  ; A Portrait of the Artist as a 

ouna P o & - m o m  suggests that this description of the Codex, and the intektual 

disagreement surrounding it, are part of "a mocking critique both of fiction and critical 

practices. Whatever the author's intentions in a text, readers will invariably insist on 

bringing their own experiences to bear, and interpret the text according to their own 

agenda" (1 94). This suggests that, through the device of the Codex, O'Brien is not 

only rnocking the author. as he always does, and the academic, as he usually does, 

but also the reader, as he sometimes does. The parody of the academic workl, 

through aiis Sterne-esque device of exaggerating weaknesses, becomes a satirka1 

comment on that same worîd, and, incidentally, everything else associated with it. 

Thus, in TP, WBiien suggests the futility of human epistemological inquiry 

largeiy through a down-to-earth parody of the excesses of scholaily research" (Booicer 

l28), but. taking advantage of the imaginative setting of the novel, he suggests this 
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futility through another, less down-to-earth, parody of the limits of scientific 

observation. This takes place in the remarkable example of MacCruiskeen's horrible 

chineseboxes. MacCruiskeen is one of the Yhree policemen' referred to in the title of 

the novel, and wields terrible powers that threaten and violate the laws of physics. He 

begins his demonstration by showing the anonymous nanator a perticularly beautiful 

small chest it has taken hm two years to make, a chest so beautiful, in fact, that the 

narrator remarks "it is nearly too nice .... to talk about itl" (72). MacCniiskeen then 

opens the chest and shows the nanator that it contains another chest inside, smaller, 

but otherwise exactly the same as the larger one. The nanator, not seeing what is 

coming, says that "the two of them are the most wonderful two things I have ever seen," 

and then asks, 'lvhat is in the little one?" (74). MacCniiskeen slowly reveals that a 

third box is contained in the second one, and a fourth in the third, and so on - until 

finally he explains: "number Twenty-Two,' he said, '1 rnanufactured fifteen yean ago 

and I have made another different one every year since .... Six years ago they began to 

get invisible, [magnifying] glass or no glass. Nobody has seen the last five I made 

because no glass is strong enough to make them big enough to be regaded tnily as 

the smallest things ever made .... The one I am making now is neariy as small as 

nothingn (76). All of this makes the narrator 'afraid. What [MacCruiskeen] was doing 

was no longer womlerful but terrible. I shut my eyes and prayed that he would stop 

while MiIl doing things that were at least possible for a man to do" (76). But, of course, 

MacCtuiskeen doesnt stop, just as the de Selby scholars do not stop when they 

attempt to do the impossible. This, along with a magnifying glass, discovered by the 

narrator, mat magnifies to invisibility, 'fulfils .... [a] function as a satirical metaphor foi 

the reductive nature of anaiytical thought" (Hopper 257). Through these out-of-this- 

world parodies of the limits of scientMc inquiry, possible only because of the hellish 

setting of TP where anything is possible, O'Brien performs a sort of reducHo ad 



absurdum, showing that scientific inquiry is flawed when given no boundary 

whatsoever, and allowed to observe the unobservable, its methods rendering the 

discovery of truth impossible. 

These elements of the novel are, to a certain extent, nonsensical, but even this 

is part of O'Brien's project. Hopper notes that TP 'pursues the poetics of nonsense as 

a means to a satirical end" (258), a satire, as noted, of various means of discovering 

the tnith. The discomfoit this causes, felt by the narrator, and indeed also by the 

reader, through these odd passages in the novel, can be understood through one of 

Walter Nash's comrnents in The L a u e  of Humour, who observes that 

the humour of circular logic becomes the panic of nightmare; only if there is an 

independent stance or an escape route can we afford to laugh. This may help 

to explain why some people detest logic-twisting jokes. A distorted logic is 

feared as a quasi-criminal act, a thieat to the regency of the mind. (1 13) 

And of course there is no 'escape route' in TP, a novel in which the narrator is dead 

and in hell (unbeknownst, on a first reading, to the reader) from page twenty-four, and 

locked in an inescapable, circular narrative. 

Another nonsensical and discomforting element of the novel is the apparently 

useless guessing in which MacCniiskeen and the nanator take part. Again, this is an 

example of the Mility of inquiry. In one example, MacCruiskeen asks the narrator 

What would you Say a bulbul is?" (67) The nanator then proceeds to make 

meaningless g uesses: 

'Not one of those ladies who take money?' I said. 

'No.' 

'Not the brass knobs on a Geman steam organ?' 

'Not the knobs! 

'Nothing to do wiai the independence of America or such-like?' 



'No. ' 

'A mechanical engine foc wniding docks?' 

'No*' 

'A tumour. or the lather in a cow's mouth, or those elastic articles that ladies 

wear?' 

'Not them by a long chalk.' 

'Not an eastern musical instrument played by Arabs?' 

[MacCruiskeen] clapped his hands. 

'Not that but very near Ït,' he smiled, 'something next door to it. You are a 

cordial intelligible man. A bulbul is a Persian nightingale. What do you think of 

that now?' 

'lt is seldom 1 am far out,' I said dryiy. 

He laoked at me in admiration and the two of us sat in silence for a while as if 

each was very pleased with himself and with the other and had good reason to 

be. 

'You are a B.A. with liltle doubt?' he questioned. (68) 

Much like the episode of the arnazing chests, this section begins humorously but 

becomes unsettling after one realizes that the questions and answers are not jokes, 

but, at least for MacCruiskeen, serious inquiries. This becomes dear when 

MacCruiskeen decides that one of aie narrator's guesses, in reality no closer to the 

truth than any other guess, is in fact 'very near' the truth. MacCruiskeen. impressed. 

assumes the narrator has a university education. Of course, the futile inquiry has only 

succeeded because d an arbitrary decision made by the policeman. the holder of the 

tnith, and this is the core of O'Brien's criticism of those attempting to discover tnRh. 

According to Asbee, scholars and scholarship aie attacked again airough the 

vecy name O( the savant 'de Sdby'. Observing #at the name is dose to the O m a n  
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word Selbst, which means 'self', she daims that %ertainly O'Brien's satire is directed 

at preoccupation with the self in the sense of idiosyncratic research pursued in a self- 

regarding manner, with little or no reference to extemal events or lived experience" 

(67). 00th de Selby and the nanator are implicated in this satire, the former self- 

evidentiy, and the latter because, as a de Selby scholar, it seems that what he has in 

fact been obsessively studying is nothing more than his own self. 

Asbee sums up O'Brien's problem with the nanator, and O'Brien's satire of 

academia as a whole, with this daim: 

In the nanator, then, we have an example of the worst kind of scholar: 

obsessively singlaminded about the works of a remote and woolly-minded 

philosopher, and eager to add yet another volume to the existing critical 

industiy surrounding the so-called master. In his reading, the narrator has 

tumed in on himself, taking seriously texts that should have been ridiculed; the 

resutt is sterile academic footnoting. So pedantically are the narrator's 

footnotes presented, however, that O'Brien's ieader colludes not with the 

narrator but with the author recognizing the [narrator's study of de Selby] for 

what it is - a piece of comic inelevance. (In certain ciides, however, it may 

generate only uneasy laughtei!) (67, Asbee's italics) 

It is ceitainly a M e r  daunting satirical parody, with its implicit comic criticism, to 

encounter while writing a Master's thesis, but I think that the attack is levelled not only 

against scholars, but against al1 readers, who expect to find the tnith through 

language, whether written, read, or spoken. 

There is another criticism in aie novel levelled at both readers and writers, 

found in the novei's implicii pamdy of detective fiction. Asbee notes, in a peculiar 

understatement, that .aie challenges presented by The Third police ma^ are very 

diff81ent *... from those of conventional murder or mystery storiesn (69). She says that 



'here there is no detective figure, and the denouement is not that the murderer is 

discovered but that he himself is dead. Unreliable narration, realism that is 

overdetermined, and the use of footnotes al1 work to distract our attention from this fact" 

(69). Noting these unconventional elements of the novel, however, Asbee comes to 

an odd conclusion: 

The point of A m  was to engendet confusion; The Third Policeman 

encourages it only so that confusion can be conclwively resoived: the reader, 

eventually, recognizes ways in which the text misled, and is forced to 

reappraise and to admire O'Brien's virtuosity. In At Swim-Two-Bir& O'Brien 

was content to have the private satisfaction of feeling sure that his novel would 

elude (and delude) most readers, with its promise of systems that in fact 

remains unfulfilled. From this point in his writing career onward, O'Brien 

becomes less innovative and more straightfomard in his writing. (69-70) 

Certainly the mysteries of the novel are cleared up at the end of TP, but this only 

makes the novel differeentfrom AS28, and is not evidence of a dedine in innovation; 

indeed, what sort of innovation would it be to repeat a past innovation? O'Brien's 

innovation in TP is to move past a comic criticisrn of literature to a comic criticisrn of 

truth-seeking. HL use of the the saCirical parody to achieve his ends is similar, but his 

tone ni TF has changed from one of ironic distancing (for example, the novel-within-a- 

novel-wialin-a-novel structure of AS24 to a more morbid and disturbing one, a move 

signalled by the moibid conclusion of AS2B, in which a poor Geman, obsegsed with 

the number Wree, 'mwit home one evening and drank three cups of tea with three 

lumps of sugar in each, cut his jugular with a razor thiee times and scrawled with a 

dying hand on a piaure of his wife good-bye, good-bye, good-bye" (218). 

There is one more incident in TP that deserves mentiming, as it is emblernatic 

of the core of O'Brien's critique of literatum found not only in TP, but throughout his 
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entire body of writing. This incident invdves the strange and omnipotent substance, 

'omnium.' At the beginning of the novel. the narrator murden a man named Mathers 

for a fortune Mathers has in a black box. The narator's CO-conspirator, John Divney, 

hides the box, and eventually tells the nanator that it is in the floor of a house. When 

the nanator reaches down to pick up the box, "something happen[sjn (24), and his 

joumey through hell begins (i is later revealed that there is a bomb in the box, planted 

by Divney to doublecross the nanator). Near the end of the novel, the narrator finally 

runs across the third policeman, Fox, a character whose presence is fe l  throughout 

the novel. The nanator describes Fox as fat, but adds that "the great fat body in the 

uniform did not remind me of anybody that I knew but the face at the top of if belonged 

to old Mathers" (189, O'Brien's italics). Fox takes the narrator to hEs 'own private police 

station," and says 7 would be glad to have your opinion on [the station] because I have 

gone to great pains to make it spick and spann (189). The nature of these 'great pains' 

is soon made clear. Fox has the black box, and in it are "four point one two" ounces of 

omnium, a substance that can do, and is, everything. MacCniiskeen describes the 

substance eariier in the novel, telling the nanator that ÿou are omnium and I am 

omnium and so is the mangle and my boots here and so is the wind in the chimney" 

(1 13). Wfih the omnium in the box, Fox has not only played pranks on the two other 

policemen (Pluck and MacCmiskeen), but has also stolen sorne to boit eggs and to 

wallpaper his barracks. He apologizes to the nanator for his selfish use of the 

substance, saying Y was ashamed of my life of the shabbiness of [the station] and I 

took the liberty of having it papered the same as I was doing the hard-boiled egg. It is 

now vety neat and I hope you are rot vexed or at any loss over the head of F (198). 

Fox uses omnium for the most mundane of purposes, denying his potential 

omnipotence. 

This criticism is at the heart of O'Brien's understanding of literature. The 



nanator, contemplating what he will do with his four ounces of omnium, says 

fonnless speculation crowded in upon me, fantastic fears and hopes, 

inexpressible fantasies, intoxicating foreshadowing of creations. changes, 

annihilations and god-like interferences. Sitting at home with my box of 

omnium I could do anything, see anything and know anyaiing with no limit to my 

powers Save that of my own imagination. Perhaps 1 could use it even to extend 

my imagination. I could destroy, alter and improve the universe at will. (195) 

This is the power of the artist, of the author. Omnium is ink. With four point one two 

ounces of ink, the narrator can do anything. Fox has chosen to do what O'Brien 

criticizes many for: he has chosen to do almost nothing. He has chosen only to do with 

omnipotence what might make his life easier and a little nicer. He neither innovates 

nor uses his imagination, but instead boils an egg and wallpapen his office. He is the 

worst kind of author. 

The narrator realizes the power of omnium, which is the power of the author to 

do anything with the pen, to mate  and destroy wodds at will. It is, however, unlikely 

that, given the chance, he would do any such thing.14 He already had that power 

when he wielded his pen to write the pedantic footnotes of the novel (one of them 

covers the best part of five pages (172-176)), and when he wrote the 'De Selby Index,' 

'wherein the views of al1 known commentators on every aspect of the savant and his 

work had been collated" (14)' a work Asbee calls k piece of comic inelevance" 

(Asbee 67). What the nanator intended to do wîth his share of the contents of Mathers' 

box was to publish this 'Index' widely (TP 14). There is no indication that he wiW do 

anything different with omnium than with money. He, like Fox, and like al1 authan 

O'Brien cnücizes, fails because of a lack of imagination. 

Lizabeth Paravisini and Carios Yorio, in '1s It Or Isnrt It?: The Dualii of Parodic 
14 He does not get the chance. The box is waiüng for him at home. but when ha gets there he mets his 
aged friend John Divney (in the nanatoi's hell only days have passed. but in the reai woild. yean) and the 
novel entes its circular pattern. 
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Detective Fiction," conclude their article by noting "the possibilities parody opens for 

the revitalization of detective fictionn (192), and also that since 'The genre has been 

able to incorporate its perody into [its] tradition ['il assures us of many more detective 

stories to corne" (192). This statement, I believe, holds true for al1 genres. At some 

point they must al1 be parodied, and at some point this parody will be a weapon of 

satire. If they can stand up to the satirical criticism, and adapt to it, they will be 

improved and will survive. If they fall, they will not. O'Brien's satincal parodying in his 

novels, al1 part of his greater comic criticism of literature and life in general, peifomis 

this traditional function of satire. In At Swim-Two-Bir& literary conventions are 

nithless rnocked, in The Poor Mouth a specific literaiy movement is mocked, in The 

Hard Life experimental (and Joycean) writing is mocked, in The Dalkev Archive Joyce 

is mockeû, and in The the absurdities of literature and intellectualism 

are mocked, and al1 of this rnockery, as a weapon of satire, is meant, I believe, to 

revitalize literature. Certainly O'Brien did not hate literature, as he continued to write 

himself. What he hated was what he considered to be bad, or inesponsible literature, 

and he attacked it as often as he could, in order to improve it. 

This goal is eloquently described by Booker, in reference to The Third 

olicemaii, but seems to hoid tnie for al1 of O'Brien's fiction, and can serve as an 

excellent conclusion to this chapter: 

Just as the book mocks the pretensions of scientists, philosophers, and 

theologians to be able to know the Tnith, it also suggests that the authors of 

fictional texts dont have al1 the answers, either. As a result, critics of the 

epistemological tradition like Nietzsche and Rorty, as well as fiction wnters Iike 

O'Brien himself are also partially implicated in the book's parody. For O'Brien 

there are more things in heaven and sarth than are drearnt of in ouf philosophy 

or science but also in Our literature. (65) 



Chapter Two 

Beneath the Motley of the Jester: Satirical Parody and Cruiskeen Lawn 

"What is most valuable in any critical reading of the Mylesian canon is 

Myles's observations on language and literatureen 

-Keith Hopper 

For an aftist like Flann O'Brien, joumalism, as a fom, had its drawbacks. Just 

as policeman Fox, in The Third Policema% was the worst kind of author because he 

either refused, or was unable, to use his imagination when creating, so was the worst 

kind of joumalist one whose wnting ought to have ended up as wrapping for fish and 

chips. That O'Brien was conscious of this pitfall, and attempted to avoid it, is evident 

first and foremost in his creation of the 'Myles na gCopaleen9 pseudonym. 

Keith Hopper stresses the importance of the Myles pseudonym when 

discussing Çniiskeen Lawn, noting that 'he is still O'Brien's most holistically conceived 

dramatic personan (35). Furthenore, 

as the modem successor to Swift, Myles's comic, epiphanic narratives are 

ruthlessiy underpinned by acid critiques of the established order. ... Myles 

became the created conscience of his race; an Irish Everyman whose veiy 

style was the epitome of pub-talk: witty, fluid, pedantically enidoie; his 

seriousness always couched in the mellifiuous tones of the clown. (35-36) 

Assurning the cornplex and multi-faceted Myles pseudonym allowed O'Brien to 

continue his satire of social and literary noms in the unpromising form of joumalism, 

and allowed hirn to becorne one of his country's most significant commentators. 

But Myles was more than a pseudonym; he was something of a literary 

character himself. Many critics offer brief descriptions of the fictional charader and 

career of Myles na gcopaleen, but the most succinct is Anne Clissman's: 
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Myles, like his predecessor Brother Bamabas [discussed below], transcended 

time, space and continuity - al1 the human limitations. Even death could hold 

no sway over him. He died and revived frequently, and he enjoyed lying in 

state watching the millions moum over his demise until death became tedious 

and he decided to live again. Myles was the greatest of all O'Brien's creations. 

He was omnipotent, omniscient and omnipresent, a 'greater man than God', a 

perfect example of the ability of myth to defy cornmonsense.... Myles inhabited a 

world where everything was possible .... His origins were both lowly and noble. 

He lived in Europe for 'seven or eight centuries' playing his part in al1 the great 

events of history, befriending the greatest men of each age, his achievements 

rivalled only by 'Leonard O'Davincil. (lntro 193) 

In the world of O'Brien's joumalisrn, the omnium of The Third Policeman is put to great 

use through Myles, and so is O'Brien's understanding of the important relationship 

between literature and the imagination. 

A good example of the extent to which O'Brien went to m a t e  a literary persona, 

and of his belief in the importance of doing so, is his famous Tirne magazine hoax. 

Hugh Kenner describes the incident: 

Brian O'Nolan, who made misinformation into an art fomr, so thoroughly led 

astray an investigator from Tirne magazine that the issue 23 August 1943 

presented as Time-checked fact such allegations as these: 

-that O'Nolan spent his days "busy with many matten of state"; 

-that he had uinfonnally beaten World Champion Alekhinen at chess; 

-mat on a quick visit to Gennany in 1933 he had me t  and manied eighteen- 

year-old Clara Ungerland, blonde, violin-playing daughter of a Cologne basket- 

weaver. She died a month later. O'Nolan returned to Eire and never mentions 

ber? (9) 
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Miles Owell and David Powell, in tum, discuss the significance of the Tirne ruse in 

ternis of developing an understanding of the Myles persona. saying that 

doubtless there was a pleasure in deception, but the stronger pleasure rnust 

surely have been in creating a SM Myles observed early in his career - in a 

voice whose mock-pedantry disguises his basic seriousness - that each person 

is engaged on a life-long task of "modulating and mutating Ego according to 

subconscious aesthetic patterns" (8 April 1942); whether or not that process is 

indeed universal, it was enacted daily by O'Nolan in the columns of The Irish 

T-, to aie extent that the wnter was himself known locally as Myles, and is 

even today called Myles by those who knew him. (47) 

O'Brien consistently and effectively modified the life and characteristics of his Myles 

persona on an almost daily basis, changing its form and significance in order to better 

achieve the ever-shifting goals of his joumalism, whether they were humorous, 

satincal, or simply fantastical. The effed was so great, in fact, that the pseudonyrn 

grew beyond his column-writing, entering his everyday life. 

The pseudonyrn of Myles, however, served various funciions beyond allowing 

hcreased imaginative and satirical scope for the column. John Wyse Jackson notes 

that the pseudonym was necessary for a satirist who criticized the government, while 

at the same tirne working for that government as a civil servant, and that in using a 

pseudonym 'you will be able to say al1 sorts of disgraceful things without being 

accused of believing them" (8). This gave O'Brien the breathing-room essential for an 

artist and a satirist, and is what allows Rudiger lmhof to daim that 'it is pie-eminently 

on the strength of [the colwnn], in which [O'Brien] pilloried al1 imaginable follies, that 

O'Nolan can daim a place in the illustrious ranks of the famous Irish witsn (1 1). A more 

abstmct function of the Myles mask is that O'Brien's 'invention of Myles na Gopaleen 

was the welhead of his power, a stiategy at once liberating and defensive, allowing 

0 
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him to exteriorize contradictions that might othewise have been paralyzingn (72). 

These functions of the pseudonyrn allow O'Brien to M d  two contradictory positions at 

the same time, a tendency noted often in the first chapter of this thesis, as well as a 

freedom essential for a wnter whose satire knows no bounds. 

Clissman allows that the Myles persona gave O'Brien "a completely free reign 

to his increasingly confident imagination," but notes that amthet 'major aim in the 

selection of a new pseudonym was that it should reflect different aspects of O'Brien's 

personality to those seen in the novels" (/Mo 190). Thus, while there are many 

similarities between the novels and the column, like the satirical parodying of 

literature, one must not confuse O'Brien with Myles simply because they corne from the 

brain of the same writer, and one must therefore very carefully establish any 

connections between the two. A final d o n ,  and an excellent summation of the 

problems involved in studying O'Brien's pseudonymous personality, and his column, 

is given by Keith Hopper, who wams that, because of O'Brien's popularity, 'discussion 

of O'Brien's work in lreland has always been a critical minefield, and f a t s  are often 

joyfully abandonecl in order to cultishly defend and popagate the rogueish Mylesian 

myai" (231). 

O'Brien's career Ri joumrilism, and, in a sense, this Mylesian myth, began when 

O'Brien entered Universw College, Dublin, descending on the student body "like a 

shower of paratroopers, deploying a myriad of pseudonymous personalities in the 

interests of pure destructionn (Montgomery qtd. in lntro 9). Here he began to develop 

many of the characteristic elements of the satirical parody that he would use 

throughout his career. as well as his ability to innovate within the journalistic fom. 

His wish and power to sway and entertain a large (and louâ) audience also 

began in these eariy years, with hi$ position as the infomal leader of 'the mob' at the 

cdlege's Liberary and Hisbrical (MH) Society debates. His comments on the mob . 
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are significant in that they reveal his approach to writing and his attitude towards his 

audience: 

A visitor would probably conclude that [the mob] was merely a gang of rowdies, 

dedicated to making a deafening uproar the obblbato to some unfortunate 

member's attempts to make a speech within. It was cettainly a disotderly gang 

but its disorders were not aimless and stupid, but oRen necessary and salutaiy. 

I could nearîy be claimed that the mob was mereiy a severe judge of the 

speakers. (MBM 17) 

This passage m a l s  O'Brien's attitude towards ctiticism, present throughout al1 of his 

writings. He valued criticism, especially when it was impolite, loud, and coming from a 

large audience, or, alternatively, being presented to a large audience. 

Because these critical goals and methods in the L&H were so close to that of 

O'Brien's future column, it was here that he first encountered the kind of criticisrn that 

would hound him throughout his lifetime. Characteristically, he found "the affairs of the 

Lm 8 H. were cluttered with too many politicisms, objectionable not because politics 

should have no place in student deliberations, but simply because they bored* (MBM 

20). Characteristically, O'Brien's willingness to entertain an audience was soon 

attackeâ by a critic (and fellow student), James T. Fittpatrick, whose comrnents were 

later echoed by far more famous O'Brien critlcs. Fiipatiick, having found out that "the 

only way to compel [the mob's] attention, it tums out, is to speak wittily or humourously, 

and above al1 amusingly and laughingly," melodramatically announced Yhe 

deterioration of the L. and H? (MBM 90). Even in these early days, O'Brien was called, 

implicitly, a licensed jestet. In fact, in No Layghiag M m  published m e  f&y years 

later, Cronin States that, while O'Brien was in the L&H, O'Brien's %tance was already 

that of the satirical oôserver. ... He was a licensed satirist and jester whose aim was to 

deflate and amusew (46). What is interesting about this comment is that O'Brien's 
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capacity as leader of the mob was anything but licensed, other than by its sheer 

popularity. It is curious that such critics as Cronin should go to such lengths to declare 

O'Brien's unique type of satire ahnrays as 'licensed,' and the odd daim is possibly an 

indication of the power of O'Brien's satire. 

O'Brien continued to develop his satirical and journalistic skills in the student 

magazine Comhthrom Feinne, in which he wrote under the pseudonyrn 'Brother 

Barnabas," mocking various literary practices and figures through an early fonn of his 

satirical parodying. Clissman notes that the impoitance of his role in this paper (and in 

the magazine Blather# as 'Count OIBlather', discussed below) is 'obvious" (Intro 39), 

saying that "the personalities and the pronouncements of these two characters laid the 

groundworù for aspects of At Swim D Two -6irds and C ~ i s k e e n  L a w ~  neither of which 

can be fully appreciated without reference to the magazines Comhthrom Feinne and 

BIather in which they made their appearance* (38). For instance, in an article 

ironically entitled "INTERVIEW WlTH OUR DISTINGUISHED REPRESENTATIVE," 

O'Brien describes his encounter with a poet who was 

tall and willowy, and groaned beneath a heavy burthen of jet-black hair long 

untouched by tonsoiial shears .... [His glasses] were held erect on his nose by 

the device known as the pince-nez and from the edge of one of them a thick 

black ribbon descended flowingly to his right-hand lape1 buttonhole .... It was 

Lionel Prune the disthguished modem poet of the younger school!" (MBM 29) 

This clearly Yeatsian figure goes on to proudly recite a number of poems which he has 

wiitten to describe the college. One, titled uAPPROPINQIJAT,' Rins like Wis: 

Up to the College 

The Flood advances, 

Softly and swi~hingly. 

Up he prances, 



His locks 

Are combed 

With excessive care 

To hide a spot 

That 

is bar8 

of hair. (30) - 
Prune describes his poem thusly: "How simple, but how impressive! In a perfect 

picture wRout a word wasted it exposes the holtowness of modem thought!" (30). 

Here O'Brien is not only attacking Yeats's poetry, but also the poet's pretension, and 

indeed the pretension of al1 critics, to impart deep and significant meaning where there 

is none. This parody is satirical and humorous because of its silly subject, and 

because both the poem and the criticism, though worthless and meaningless, are held 

up as significant. The intention hem, then, is to provoke laughter, but also to criticize, 

in a hostile rnanner, the literature of the day, as well as "the languid mmantic poet," 

who is, for O'Brien, 'epitomisedn by Yeats (lntro 44). 

In a later article, supposedly worried that Prune might steal his poetry, Bamabas 

publishes his own poem, THE COBBLER'S SONn: 

'The Cobbler's Son 

Was a bookish fool 

fou1 

full 

He went to church 

And stole 



Twere better had he plied 

Atome 

Atome, or like his pa 

Soled soles 

And not 

Sold his soul 

For a stole.' ( M W  37) 

Bamabas follows this with a Prune-ish criticisrn: "Note the exquisite dominance of the 

'o', the breath-taking transition from 'fool to full' by the celebrated U-STEP METHOD, 

the interna1 sense-metamorphosis, without in any way impairing the phonological 

beauty of the word. This is a poem that must be pondered upon. We [Brother 

Bamabas often referred to himself by the royal 'we'] eamestly recommend Prune to put 

it in his pipe and smoke it" (37). Here again the pretensions of poetry are being 

attacked, as is the ability of literaiy critics to find important fom and meaning in 

anything (li ke student newspapers!) . 
But Bamabas, like Myles years later, did not use the satirical parody to attack 

only poetry and literaiy criticism. He also also used this device to attack Synge and 

the Abbey Theatre, and, along with the above ciiticisms of Yeats, the entire Celtic 

Twilight.15 In an article called The bog of Allen," Bamabas presents a play 

supposedly wntten by a "Mr. Samuel Hall," and 9he nsult was the first of 0'Nolan8s 

many attacks on John Millington Synge and on tiis literary hein who dominated 

Dublin's Abbey Theatre during the lrst third of the centuiy" (MBM 39-40). Bamabas 

daims that 'Mr Bernard Shaw, on being shown the play, made his usual witty remaik, 

'It bars the Hallmark of genius.' [Shaw] cryptically added, The grave - it is waiting for 

me. I am old.' He evidently recognised that a new star had risen in the fimament, 
1s Sieven Cunan's essay, "'No. This 1s Not From The ReP: Bnan O'NoWs 1943 Cru- 
Anthology," discusses, in detail, the column's persistent attacks on Sean O'Faolain, The h!I. The Abbey 
Theatre, and the Gaelic League. 
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greater than his own" (40). It is impossible hem to quote the play in full ( it covers two- 

and-a-half pages), but an abridged version should sufficiently emphasize the play's 

general tendencies and importance: 

Diamatic personification 

Allen Bogg A famer 

His Wife A woman 

A Bog-trotter A man 

Scene: The Kitchen in Allen Bogg's hovel in the middle of the Bog of Allen, 

miles from dry land. The house was built by Gregory B. Bogg, Allen's 

grandfather. As he could not find sand to build it on, he built it on the Bog. It is a 

typically Irish household. The Roor is flagged with green moss between the 

cracks. ... In a corner is a bed with a white sow in it .... Below on the floor is a 

primitive rack, made of bog-oak, for torturing leprechauns who will not divulge 

where the Crock of Gold is hidden .... 
Maggie (to cow): Whisht! Whisht! (Cow goes away. Enter Allen with his plough 

on his shoukler.) 

Allen: 'Tis a hard life now, surely .... 
Maggie: Shure, wisha, musha, anish now, foi goodness sake, what would you 

be wantin'? For goodness sake! .... 
Allen: Aye. (Suddenly, by a mutual instinct. both rise. Allen lights his pipe. 

60th tip-toe over to half-door. Slowly the rich purple of the Celtic Twilight falls 

over the Bog. The house sinks a quarter of an inch.) .... 
Maggie: Musha. 

Allen: Surely. 

Maggia Wisha. 

Allen: Begonah. (41-43) 
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This conversation continues, in a similar vein, for another eleven lines, until six cows 

enter the house and it sinks six feet into the bog. The parody of Abbey plays, Iike 

those of Synge, is evident in the exagerrated squalor of the house and the repetitive 

'peasant* dialogue of its occupants. Much like Corkadoragha and its inhabitants, 

described in The Poor Mouth, these stagelrishpeople live in excessive poverty, 

believe in leprechauns, wonder (in a characteristic literalism) at the Celtic Twilight, live 

with animals, and speak in clichéd and unrealistic tenns. O'Brien is parodying the 

plays of the Abbey Theatre and the tendencies of 'Gaeligoric' literature to stereotype 

'the Gaels', and, through this parody, satirizing the theatre and the literature as well, 

implying that the plays degrade and patronize, thereby tuming supposedly bal '  

characters and situations into nightmarish literary conventions. 

In Comhthrom Feinne, such satirical parodies as those discussed above run 

alongside parodies of editorials (37-39) and other literary forms, prefiguring much of 

what O'Brien was to do later in his career. Thomas Shea remarks on the signifcance 

of these tendencies in the college paper and in O'Brien's other writings: 

In many of these early pieces, O'Brien looks into the activities of writing as wiilful 

events. The continuing concem which animates his writing is a skepticism of an 

authofs ability to beget. He seems to seek out obstacles and occasions to test 

the degree to which either tangible textual dictates or covert rules of discourse 

may usurp the authority of the writer. O'Brien energetically explores, as Michel 

Foucault has more recently, the extent to which an author employs language 

and the extent to which he is the employee of language. (27) 

Nowhere are these interests more evident in O'Brien's writing than in his satirical 

parodying of literature and its rigid conventions, when he obsenfes that these litemy 

noms constantly undennine the power of the author to contrd his or her wriüng, and to 

represent reality. It is in this sense that 'many of [O'Brien's] university publications 
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present witty, hurnorous, and thoughtful probings of the vital theoretical interactions 

negotiated between an author and modes of discoursen (49). 

In much the same sense as CFprefigures CL, so does the 'Brother Bamabas' 

pseudonym prefigure the 'Myles' pseudonym. Shea remarks that throughout O'Brien's 

career, "the only significant 'events' are those which occur in and through a style; 

[O'Brien] demonstrates little concem for consistently developing a personality for his 

pseudonym. As a constnict, Brother Bamabas provides occasions for trying out types 

of talk, testing their resiliency through parody" (30). The Bamabas pseudonym, then, 

allowed O'Brien to expedment with the devices he would use in CL and in his novels. 

A good example of this is 'Scenes in a Novel," written by Bamabas after his death, and 

an early version of what was to happen later in The Third Policemaq and in At Swim- 

Two-Birds. The article begins with a characteristically pompous Bamabbian phrase, "1 

am penning these lines, dear reader, under conditions of great emotional stress, being 

engaged, as I am, in the composition of a posthumous article" (MBM 77). As the story 

unfolds, Bamabas reveals that he has (possibly) been killed by a character whom he 

created called 'Camrthers McDaid." Bamabas explains that 'Carruthers McOaid is a 

man I created one night when I had swallowed nine stouts and felt vaguely 

blasphemous. I gave him a good but wom-out mother and an industrious father, and 

coolly negativing fmy years of eugenics, made him a worthless scoundrel, a betrayer of 

women and a secret drinkef (78). This 'McDaidr is created in order to be a charader 

in a unique soit of novel. Bamabas explains that 

some writers have started with a good and noble hem and traced his 

weakening, his degradation and his eventual downfall; others have introduced 

a degenerate villain to be ennobled and uplifted to the tune of twenty-two 

chapters, usually at the hands of a woman - 'She was not beautiful, but a 

shortened nose, a slightly crooked mouth and eyes that seemed brimful of a 
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simple cornplexity seemed to spell a curious attraction, an inexplicable cham.' 

In my own case, McDaid, starting off as a rank waster and rotter, was meant to 

sink slowly to absolutely the last extremities of human degradation. Nothing. 

absolutely nothing, was to be too low for him, the wheatenheaded hound ... 
(78, O'Brien's ellipsis) 

McDaid, however, refuses to sink so low. Bamabas threatens to give hirn anthrax 

unless McDaid robs a poor box, and, when McDaid responds, 'but, I Say, old chap, 

that3s a bit thick," Bamabas only replies: "You think so? Well, I'm old fashioned 

enough to believe that your opinions don? matter" (79). McDaid plots to kill Bamabas, 

and the writer ends his career despairhg for his life. This piece anticipates the hiring 

of charaders in Swim-Two-Birda. and the eventual murderous revolt of these 

charaders against their employer-creator, Trellis. Through these and other devices in 

the Bamabas opus, ?he rigidity of conventional structures is .... satitized by comically 

literalizing cliches" (Shea 47) (i.0. the 'Ceitic Twilight' in The bog of Allen") and also 

thrcugh parody.16 Bamabas writes like a self-important nineteenthtentury author 

('dear reader') with 'old-fashioned' values, and is murdered by McDaid for his views. 

and also by O'Brien, who, having graduated from the univeisity and his first foray into 

pseudonymous joumalism, entered the larger world, completing his first attempt at the 

destruction of literary noms and conventions, the 'rigidity' of which, in his opinion, 

negated the imaginative potential of literatu re. 

O'Brien's second foray into joumalism began almost immediately after he left 

the univenity and Comhthrom Feinne, when he helped to establish and edit the shoit- 

lived satirical and humoiws magazine, Hather. The impoitance of the wriüng in the 

magazine has expeiienced some critical disagreement. Steven Cunan daims that @in 

16 Clissmn notes another ercampie of this type of Wng: Barnabas ~mdikted in his almanac that on 23 
January 1932 'America dedares war on Japan; Brother Bamabas pares his comd Like Joyce's aRist, who 
was 'like God of cmaüon, indimnt, paring his fingemaitsr, Biother Barnabas was fat above the general 
concerns of the world, though he was unfoitunately afflicted by the agony of coms" (Inrm 42). 
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the first few years of (CL'S] life, the column constantly ran the risk of being seen as little 

more than a humorous diversion, an ewercise in comic joumalisrn that retained kinship 

with his earlier antics in Comhthrom Feinne and BlatheS (QO), and that as a result the 

satirical nature of the 1943 CL anthology was an attempt by O'Brien to differentiate 

between the various perfods of his work. Clissman, however, notes that just as AS2B 

was an antinovel, so was Blather an anti-magazine, and that "everything in the 

magazine was to be a pamdy, a satire or an exaggeration" (Intro 57), and that both 

CPs and Blather's uself-consciousness expressed itself in parody, satire, fantasy and 

exaggeraüon - those very modes which O'Nolan was to develop in his later work" (66). 

Blathec itself mekes a comment on its own purposes (possibly tongue-in-cheek), "that 

beneath the motley of the jester lies a tnie appreciation of the arts. The rapier-thrusts 

of the cold steel of criticism" (MBM 99). It is clear that while the public may have 

thought the magazine to be as sophomoric as CF, O'Brien was already aware of the 

way in which humorous criticism can work, through the satirical parody and 'the motley 

of the jester', to cnticise the arts and other subjects. 

A good example of this type of criticism is evident in an article from Blather 

entitled 'Hash ." The article begins: 

A novel- even a very bad one - can cost you a good sevenansixpence. Eleven 

or twelve novels can cost you f4 2s. 6d .... w e r j  ever jealous for your honour 

and eager that you shall not let our grand old paper down by displays of 

ignorance or illiteracy when In Company, has pleasure in presenting the pith 

and the cream of eleven or twelve novels in the grand Non-stop Hash-up below. 

You are even saved the bother of wading through pages of muck in order to get 

at the gooâ bits. 

You must admit that we are a handy crowd of boys to have about the house. 

Write to us and thank us. (MBM 125) 
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This is followed by two pages of parodies of miscellaneous styles, some of which must 

be quoted hem in order to show their scope and their significance: 

Solitaire sat thoughtfuly on a bunk in one of the cells of the jail that had been 

built in the back part of the sheriff's office. He realised that he was in a very 

difficult position. He was a prisoner in a town where he was an utter stranger. 

i was a white man - the last product in the slow upward rise of mankind through 

the ages. I had to stop this thing if 1 cost me my lifel 

There was one way to do it - and the idea came to me so suddenly that I almost 

thought - well, never mind what I thought. I'm not ordinarily a religious man... 

I could have done it before, if I had only stopped to think instead of ninning. But 

now was another chance. 

WHh a shriek that atmost tore my lungs out, I leaped up on the stone. 

A feature of Moscow broadcasting is the regular relaying of ballets and operas 

from the Bolshoi Theatre, or Grand Opera House, Theatre Square. As the home 

of the famous Imperia1 Russian Ballet, Moscow has always been a prominent 

aitistic centre, and the performances at the Grand Opera House and the other 

theatres are of the highest standard. 

The little dancing lights began to flicker in the black eyes. (125) 

Each paragraph represents a satirical parody of a different style. Placed in such an 

order, the styles are satidzed, through a demonstration of th& individual 

meaninglessness, as well as the conventions of plot, in that while the structure and 

fom of the collection is such as is nomally seen in novels, the actual meaning of the 

Mole is non-existent. Washw suggests an eady matunty in O'Brien's use of the 

satiiical parody that would allow him to mock Finn-poetry and the cowboy romance in 

AS28 so effedively, and that would also allow him ta continue writing this kind of 

criticism in CL This passage not only displays O'Brien's virtuosity, talent, and abiaty to 
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satirize literature, but also demonstrates that m. as funny as it may have been, 

had its own point to make, and that it made this point through satire. 

Shea mentions a similar article in which Count O'Blather (O'Brien's pseudonym 

in Mther) recounted his history, and relates it to the "Hash" article. He says of the 

history that 

the accent here is on parody through discontinuity. Each unit of language, 

whether it be word, phrase. or sentence, misleads us by implying an extension 

which will give it an 'acceptable" coherence and closure. Its genealogical 

proclivity is deliberately aborted, however, by playful disruption. The nostalgic 

history of The O'Blather's exploits is a head-faking romp through multiple 

conventions of sports reporting. Juxtaposing idiom, sentence structure, and 

scores from various athletic events, O'Brien concocts a fascinating mixture, 

imaginatively 'coherent" in the diuying rnanner of A t  Swim's Circle N cowboy 

roundup. (39) 

The 'Hashn article is infomed by a similar understanding of 'parody through 

discontinuity', as it nobtrusively and extravagantly flouts the notions of 'beginning' and 

'end' as it resists Our urge to constnict fom based on b a r ,  sequential fabrications. 

Familiar, patemal narrative structures are exposed as phony - no more valid than the 

white man's conception of evolutionn (42). Through this discontinuous presentation of 

parodies, the satire becomes multi-layered. Each style is individually attacked for the 

ease with which it can be copied, and for its abundant and unimaginative use of 

conventional literav elements. Each style is further attacked th rough the juxtaposition 

of one against the other; is there really such a diffeience belween the way in which 

Solitaire's problems are expressed, and between the description of the theatre in 

Moscow, when one takes into account that one author can create both of these styles 

for the intention of either selling them to a similar public, or mocking aiem for mat very 
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same public? The final layer of the satire is the criticism of the fom of plotniaking, and 

the fact that it is similar in almost eveiy piece of fiction - with the notable exceptions, 

that is, of AS28 and TP. 

Blather published only a few issues before it folded, but stands as a good 

indication of the directions O'Brien was interested in taking in his writing career. Ofteri 

it is assurned that he meant to write novels - which he did - and onlynovels - which 

he did not. His interest in BIathec, and its anticipation of what O'Brien was to 

accomplish in both his novels and in CL, is a sign that he was always interested in 

joumalism, and did not think of it as a fom either below art or below himself. 

In Blather, as in CF, O'Brien wrote under a pseudonym. Terence Dewsnap 

claims that the magazine, and O'Brien's pseudonymous participation in it, 'identifies 

O'Brien with the Dublin bohemians and pub frequenten; it absolves h h  of 

responsibility. Later, his participation in serial newspaper controversies, a send-up of 

literary blather, represents a safe form of highbrow Punch and Judy" (28). These 

'serial newspaper controversies' also show O'Brien's interest in the possibilities of the 

pseudonymous joumalist, and were responsible for his receiving a request from the 

editor of the wsh Times R. M. Smyllie, to write a regular column for the newspaper. 

This 'letter controversy' stands as a curious and revealing aspect of O'Brien's 

career, in b unique fonn and its tendencies towards satirizing and parodying literature 

through a plurality of pseudonyms. Jackson claims that the 'letter controversy,' 

invented by O'Brien and his friends, was "a new art fonn," and that 'the conventions of 

this new creative vehicle were simple: (a) that Mers should be written under spurious 

names to the editor of a newspaper, and (b) that they should have anly the most 

tenuous connedon with reatii (MBM 186). The letten also tended to focus on 

literature, and indeed began with a discussion of the Gate Theatre's production of 

Tchekov's The Three Sistem A Ar& letter, rather seriously, blarned poor attendance at 
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the theatre "on the Irish love for Amencan films, and on pro-Gaelic xenophobia among 

the few intellectualsn (187). This was followed by a cunous letter by one 'F. O'Brien," 

who wrote that, in Manchester, 

we had Chekhov Nice nightly h the music-halls; the welkin rang al1 day long 

from non-stop open-air Hamlets in the city parks, and the suicide rate reached 

an all-time high from the amount of Ibsen and Strindberg that was going on 

night and day in a thousand backstreet repertory dives .... Nowhere in the wodd 

outside Sheffield could the mind glut itself on so much buckshee literaiy tuck. 

(1 87) 

This "F. O'Brienn also clairned to have met one of these writers: 

As a lad I knew Ibsen. He was a morose man, bovine of head at all tirnes, and 

formidable of stature when he was not sitting down. He was objectionable in 

many ways, and only his great genius and heart of gold saved him from being 

excluded from decent society. Once I noticed at the table that there was 

dandruff in his tea. 188 

This type of acquaintance with literaiy characters ran throughout the letter controversy; 

later, one "Lir O'Connor" clairned that Joseph Conrad was actually a woman, and 

wrote of the author: 'Cool, slim and unhurried, this lissom slip of a girl had the sea in 

her blood, and willingly, nay eageily, she answered to its calF (1 93). This seems to 

uphold Jackson's assessment of what 'must surely be one of the few instances in 

history when letters to the editor by the same party became a literary genre" (Owell 

and Powell 51). The lette& continuing retum to üterary topics, however absurd, 

indicate that a third convention of the genre was that one must proceed 'to cany on 

furious arguments on many topics, satirizing en passant almost every established 

literary figure* (Sheridan 49), contributing to a newspaper what amounts to %omically 

pretentious literary criticism" (#LM 108). 
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Eventually, these letters "exploded into a giant display of fireworks, a mixture of 

satire, polemics, criacism , savage invective and sheer nonsense" (49), and increased 

the circulation of the lrish Times. The controversy was supported by the editor, 

Smyllie, not only because of this popularity, but also because it was material he could 

obtain free of charge ( M M  186). Eventually, Smyllie called an end to the controversy, 

but, 'after O'Brien's voluminous and witty epistolary campaign, [Smyllie] was 

impressed enough by the wnter's versatility to offer him a job as a columnist with that 

papef (Hopper 29). The letters, which O'Brien had written and submitted voluntarily to 

the newspaper, landed hirn a column in that same newspaper, and indicate not only 

O'Brien's continuing obsession with attacking writers by any rneans possible, but also 

his willingness to write within an experimental journalistic form. 

The first column of Cruiskeen Lawn was written in both English and Irish, and 

was a characteristically satirical attack on the Gaelic league, characteristic not only in 

the nature of its target, but also in the nature of its partially parodic form. It was a 

response to a leading article in the lrish Tirneg, which had appeared a few days 

earlier, on the subject of the Gaelic language and the inadequacies of the lrish 

language, to wit: 'Parents who confine the family meal-time discussions to 

conversations in lrish must find it very difficult to explain such words as air-raid 

warden, incendiary bomb, non-aggression pact, decontamination, and Molotoff bread- 

basket. Has Gaelic ingenuity, for that matter, stretched so far as to provide a teally 

expressive and indigenous equivalent for the well-known 'Axis'?" (FCCL 13). 

O'Brien's response wonders at 'the stormy philological breakfasts that obtain in the 

households of the Gaer (13), and continues with a discussion between a rnother and 

son in Irish. A note in the text explains that 'in the dialogue the mother uses pleas and 

threats to get her son to eat his porridge. The son refuses and counters with a demand 

ta kmmr the lrish for Molotoff btead-basket. if indeed Irish can cope with such tems. 
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Finally the mother gives him a box: '1'11 give you a Molotoff bread-basket, rny precious, 

my leamed little angel" (14). Following this parody of the article, O'Brien proceeds to 

attack the article's condemnaüon of the Irish language, and at the same time mocks 

those attempting to revive the language. He writes: 

The task of reviving Irish, we are told, would be hard 'unless conversations 

could be limited to requests for food and drink'. And who wants conversations 

on any other subject? Why not admit that hardly anybody ever thinks of 

anything else? If on and after tomorrow the entire wsh fimes should be printed 

in Irish, there would not be a word about anything but food and drink. Those 

who find that they cannot do without 'incendiary bombs', 'decontamination', and 

the like, would have to gel some other paper to accompany their ghoul's 

breakfast . (1 4) 

In this first CL column, O'Brien satirizes those who think the Irish language useless. 

through a parody and literalization of their criticisms, but also treats the problem lightiy 

and condescendingly, thus obliquely attacking (by annoying) those 'Gaeligores' who 

wished the language to be defended severely on al1 fronts. For them, a sincere 

defender of the Gaelic language would be more likely to show a S ~ ~ ~ O U S  conversation 

between two Gaelic people on the subject of Gaelic spoken only in Gaelic, much like 

the type of conversation mocked by O'Brien Iater in The Poor Mo*, rather than treat 

the topic so irreverentîy. 

The type of satire evident in the first column continued for some time in the eariy 

deys of CL. Orvell and Powell explain that &during its Rrst months, Çniiskeen Law0 

was wn'tten entirely in Irish, with those who argued to revive the Irish language 

(fmquently using nationalism as a basis for their arguments) becoming consistent 

targets of Myles' satiren (51). However, though the cdumn was written almost 

exclusiveîy in English by Febniary 1944 (51), its attack on the Gaelic League would 
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rernain present throughout its history. What annoyed O'Brien so much was that the 

"Gaelic League kind of interest in [the] lrish language and culture .... [was] an interest 

that could be seen as patronizing" (Asbee 73), in that it often manifested itself as a 

"blind support of eveiything Gaelic, which rneant, for instance, that, in the 40'9, only 

those who spoke Irish had any h o p  of finding a job in the teaching profession or in 

the Administrationn (Gallagher 15). The Gaelic Leaguers, from O'Brien's point of view, 

were tuming the lrish language and its speakers into people who supposedly needed 

special help to succeed, and who could not speak ove? breakfast without someone 

infusing their discussion with political significance, merely because of the language 

being spoken. What the Gaelic Leaguers did, O'Brien felt, was diminish Irish- 

speakers' freedom to express themselves as they wished on the subjects they wished 

to discuss. It is this disgust with these 'Gaeligores' that accounts for O'Brien's satire in 

The Poor Mouth, and for his column's labelling of the Gaelic League "the Garlic LeaK 

(HD 78), and the Celtic Twilight b u t  celtic toilet" (1 66). Hopper even goes so far as to 

suggest that since 'Myledflann was [sol bitteriy antagonistic towards [the Gaelic 

Leaguem'] bland brand of pst-colonial cosiness. .. . [that] these fictional personas 

emerged out of his violent contempt for Y (29). It is thus that 'though Myles loved the 

[Irish] language he abhoned the purist protectionists, and this particular satiric vein is 

amongst the most corrosive in the Mylesian canonn (35). The parody and satire in the 

first column are gooâ evidence that O'Brien felt this to be one of his most important 

subjects, and one in which he took particular joy, as a satirist, in attempting to mock 

and correct. 

The writers who propounded the ideals of the Gaelic League were thus 

understandabîy those whom O'Brien attacked most soundly. In one particulaily 

vihiperative column, he suggests that an 'isolated phasen of the spread of these ideals 

Vas that of Synge-George Moore-Gregory-Martyn, with Yeats in the background. 
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They persisted in the belief that poverty and savage existence on remote rocks was a 

most poetical way for people to be, provided they were other people* (HD 102). In this 
b 

passage he puts faces to the attacks registered in the first column and in The Poor 

Mouth, and these faces are of course those of some of Ireland's most famous wnters. 

O'Brien even goes so far as to attack "the Irish lexicographer Dineen" (BOM 276) in 

what may or may not be a parody, given O'Brien's tendency to present fact and fiction 

in an often diuying blur. Speaking of Dineen's Irish dictionary, he says that Onreen 

just keeps standing on his head, denying stoutly that pilear means bullet and 

asseiting that it means 'an inert thing or person'. Nothing stumpo him. He will 

promise the Sun moon and stars to anybody who will catch him out. And well he 

may. Just take the Sun, moon and stars for a moment. Sun, you say, is gn& 

Not at all. Dineen shouts that gnan means 'the bottorn (of a lake, well)'. You 

are a bit nettled and mutter that, anyway, gealach means moon. Wrong again. 

Gealach means 'the white circle in a slice of a half-boiled potato, tumip, etc.' 

(BOM 276-277) 

The presentation is such that it seems these are indeed the definitions supplied by 

Dineen, but the definition involving 'potatoes' and Yumips', two words often used to 

hilarious and satirical ends in The Poor Mouth, suggests that this is most likely a 

parody, and, if not, that O'Brien for once found a text so absurd that no parody was 

He continues to ciiticise this dictionary by following the passage above with the 

following : 

That, of course, is why I no longer write in Irish. No damn fear. I didn't corne 

down in the la& shower. Call me a bit fastidious if you like but I like to have 

some idea of what I'm writing. Libel, you know. One mwt be careful. If I write in 

Irish what I conceive to be 'Last Tuesday was very wet,' I like to feel reasonably 
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sure that what I've written does not in fact mean 'Mr So-and40 is a thief and a 

drunkard.' (2TI) 

This rnay indeed be his reason for refusing to write much in Irish after the first few 

years of the column, but it is more likely that he switched to English because he 

wished to widen his audience37 Regardless of whether or not the above is a parody, 

the satire is clear; the puMication of an Irish dictionary, intended to promote the Irish 

language for political purposes, does nothing but render unintelligible a language the 

'Gaeligores' know little about. 

A later satirical parody of Dineen supports this conclusion. In an article entitled 

'THE GAELICIn O'Brien writes: 

Here is an example copied from Dineen and from more authentic sources 

known only to my little self: 

Cur, g. curtha and cuirhte, m. - act of putting, sending, sowing, raining, 

discussing , burying , vomiting, harnmering into the ground, throwing th rough the 

air, rejecting , shooting , the setting or clamp in a ri& or turf, selling , addressing, 

the crown of cast-iron buttons which have been made bright by contact with cliff 

faces. (278) 

This is only about a third of the list of definitions purportedly given by Dineen to define 

the word 'cur', a list followed by O'Brien's observation that Yhe plights of the English 

speaker with his wretched box of 400 vocal beads may be imagined when I Say that a 

really good Irish speaker would blurt out the whole 400 in one cosmic gnnit. In 

Donegal there are native speakers who know so many million words that it is a matter 

of pride with them never to use the same word twice in one life-timen (279). The 

nonsensical list of definitions above is very similar to the question-and-answer 
17 Jack White describes a curious inciâent regarding O'Brien's miang in Irish Writing as My(es for mther 
ppet, O'Brien's feature was dropped because he kept on sending copy written in Irish, and h o t  
surprisingiy, the Northern Editor refused to take a chance on publishing copy that nobody in the office 
coufd understand. There is a strange penrersity, in this conte&, about his stubbom refusai to go back to 
wnting Irish for the Irish Times" (72-73)- 
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discussions between the narrator and the policemen in The Third Policeman, a clear 

example of O'Brien's using a form of the satirical parody in his novels, and in his 

column, to humorously mock and criticize a particular target. 

O'Brien's humorous but fundamentally serious attack upon those attempting to 

revive the Irish language did not please its all-too-human targets. Clissman notes that 

'members of the Gaelic League, especially those whose command of the language 

was not great and who saw the revival of Irish in a purely nationalistic light, objected to 

the playfulness wlh which Myles discussed what were to thern serious, almost holy, 

subjects. The Irish language was a noble tongue; it was not a subject for comedy" 

(lnlro184). The satirical parody worked so effectively as a method of satire not only in 

that it made its target look foolish through its implicit attacks, but also in that its fom 

was irreverent and condescending, as if the holes it punched in its targets were poked 

only for amusement, as the targets themselves were of such unimportance as to 

deserve no greater attention. This latter prong of the attack of the satiiical parody - its 

humour and its irreverence - has been said by many to have been a device used by 

O'Brien to soften the force of his satire, as 'a defence against horror," and, 

paradoxicall y, to strengthen his satire, as 'laughter, with its side-t rack, its inversion, 

convolution and coincidence, was ultimately truthfuln (37). However, the device of 

humour may have not so much lessened the 'horror' for O'Brien, who saw humour as a 

legithate critical tool, but was rather used by him to charitably provide an escape 

mute for those whom the satire attacked. They could rationalize O'Brien's attacks 

away as 'merely humorous,' or as 'schoolboy' or 'sophornoric' humour that itself held 

no value and was simply offensive. Virginia Woolf, pemaps sensing that Joyce might 

have suipassed her own portrayals of quotidian consciousness," once displayed this 

kind of rationalization, denouncing 'm as the woik of 'a queasy undergraduate 

scratching his pimples" (Kiberd lntroductiun xviii). Such an understanding of the 
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function of O'Brien's satirical parodying suggests an interesting paradox: those 

readers who understood his criticism as a useless diversion would most often dismiss 

him, rather than seriously criticize him and defend themselves. What allowed the 

column to survive may be the very reason for which many critics find the column a 

mere diversion and not worthy of study. 

The common critical decision to ignore the column and focus on the novels is 

thus ill-advised, in that the novels and the column often attack the same subjects in a 

similar and signifiant manner. Clissman makes this clear when she notes that the 

column "emphasised and reflected themes and concems which aftewards appeared 

as central aspects of his novels. Often the genesis of a novel can be traced to a 

Cruiskeen Lawn article written many years previously. The column is, in fact, a sort of 

notebook for the novels" (Intro 18û-189). Although the column is more than a mere 

'notebook?' a good example of this relationship between the novels and O'Brien's 

joumalism can be found in The Poor Mouth and its attacks on the 'Gaeligores.' The 

novel attacks the same topics and persons through means similar to those used in the 

column, and its relationship to the column is rnost obvious when it is considered that 

the novel was originally published by O'Brien under the pseudonym 'Myles na 

gcopaleen.' Furthemore, an example of a novel finding its genesis in O'Brien's 

joumalism has already been provided; the satirical pamdy of Synge's pîaywriting (on 

8 - 9 above) not only displays a strong relationship with PM, but also, with its use of the 

phrase "tis a hard life now, surely," indicates that at least the title of The Hard Lifa was 

a phrase known to O'Brien in his college days. 

J.C.C. Mays notes hirther connections between the novels and the column, 

especiaîly between AS28, TP, and The West of Mvles. a collection of CL articles. He 

says that 

each of the three books in its own way preserves the peculiar impersonal 
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balance between ordinariness and vertiginious extravagance that is [O'Brien's] 

inspiration as a writer. Each of them locates its art firmly in a moral context, 

which yet only serves to prevent the nom of fantasy from degenerating into self- 

congratulation and to pieserve its extraordinary pu@. (81) 

The novels and the column, then, contain the same obsessions and methods of the 

humonst and the satirist. Their art is thus unifomly moral, in its attempt to correct the 

faults of various writers, thinkers, politicians, and indeed all people, through satire, 

parody and fantasy. 

These similarities are rather broad in scope, but there are numerous othen, of 

finer distinction, noted by various critics. Booker daims that *O'Brien's wo ik... . 
frequently violates the nomal rules and conventions of fiction (148); Shea, that 

O'Brien's works 'jar us into recognizing that we are running our eyes over black marks 

on a pagen (157); Cronin, in *An Extraordinary Achievement," that the column, much 

like the novels, constantly attacks Joyce; Hopper, that O'Brien's masks allow "the 

satirist room to condernn absolute dogmatism without appearing sanctimonious 

hirnselP (39, and that the column's attacks on modemisrn, realism, and the author are 

some 'of the key metafictional concems explored in [the] early novelsn (40). These 

and other sirnilarities between the novels and the column, with an emphasis on the 

satirical parody, will be disaissed below in reference to AS28, TP, HL, and DA, just as 

this has already been done with PM, in order to show that in al1 of O'Brien's writing 'the 

objects of satire and the methods of humour are essentially similaf (Mays QQ), and 

that he 'fashioned his distinctive satire by assimilating into -en Lawn many of 

the procedures first developed in his fictionn (Cunan 81). 

AS28, as discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, questions the manner in 

which novels are written. One instance of this is its opening, CHAPTER ONE,' which 

implies that the novel is, like most novels, dkided into chapten. ASZB, however, is 
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divided into only one chapter. This move of O'Brien's questions the manner in which 

novels are conventionally divided and printed, implying that such divisions, as they are 

not needed in AS28, may not be needed in other novels, and may in fact be merely 

arbitrary. A sirnilar questioning goes on in CL, using similar tactics. Shea notes aiat in 

the column 'O'Brien comically calls attentions to the ways the construct of a page and 

Our Mt-to-right. top-to-bottom procedures of reading infom what can be written. 

Thmghout his novelistic career.... he exhibits an amplified awareness of how textual 

properties influence the ways words (or any other signs) might rneann (24). In one 

example, a picture of fifteen bah, ananged in a triangle, appears at the top of an 

aiticle. The 'Plain People of Ireland,' who often appear in the column, ask What do 

you mean? What's all this about?" (BOM 86). The article continues: 

Myself; A game of snooker. We'll make it a foursome if you like. And l'II give 

you twenty-five. 

The Plain People of Ireland (doubtfully) : Where are the cues? 

Myselt i'm afraid I forgot about them. 

The Plain People of Ireland: And the colours? 

Mysek Well what a head I have on me. Smart boy wanted. 

The Plain People of Inland: Anyway, how coukl we play a game with thern 

things? Maybe this is a joke. Those aren't real balls. 

MyseIt l swear l'm serious. 

The Plah Peuple of ImIand And they're not red. 

Myself: Lend me a i9d pencil. 

The PMn Peupile of ImIand: This is some class of a fancy If you're serious 

m e  down to Tommie's some night and we'll see who'll give twenty-fie, 

there's a lad there called Rooney that'll show you someaiing. 

Myseit Fair enough. (86) 
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In this article, the ever-practical 'Plain People' tell the writer, in no uncertain tens, that 

what he does on paper is not real. The joke is of course obvious, but its implications 

are serious enough. If the snooker balls are not mal, then is Myles mal? Are the 

'Plain People' mal? Are even the articles and editorials sumunding the column real? 

The questions this article raises are a good example of O'Brien's ability to crack a 

simple job. and to have the ioke's implications reach far further than expected, 

touching on the nature of joumalism, writing, and even language itself. 

Another example of O'Brien's questioning of the conventions of writing occurs in 

a unique piece: 

[This is the first time a newspaper article was started in brackets. Innovation, 

you see. The homeric tasks of creation. Bringing into being a thing hitherto not 

here, much more exhausting than building pyramids in Egypt. Please remind 

me to close the bracket at the end of the article. We must be neat, have some 

system. Otherwise we will merit the doubtful epithet of 'slovenly' and the finger 

of scom will be pointed at us. Only last night it occuned to me that a good name 

for a skin-specialist's rnotor vehicle would be 'acne-car'. And to-day that 

impeccable little lumpeen of w l  is on your breakfast table. Speed, efficiency, 

see? (21 1) 

In what seerns to be another rather obvious joke, numerous attacks are being made on 

the nature of writing. Fi* the self-awareness of the article brings the reader into a 

closer relationship with the author. of whom a reader is often unaware in a newspaper, 

a fom in which many articles do not even have a name attached to them. Second, the 

importance of innovation in joumalism and literature is mocked. The first five 

sentences, in fact, are a comment on nothing more than a bracket, an innovation 

ironically said to be 'much more exhausting than building pyramids in Egypt.' The 

comment hem is that critics (possibly like myself) make far too much out of simple 
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innovations in literature, and that authors do the same with their own work. 

Considered in this light, this article is in fact a satirical parodying of journalists, authors, 

and critics, who strive for and admire innovation in ait more than they do the quality of 

the art itself. 

A fuither criticism of literature, including its authors, readers, and critics, that is 

attacked in both AS2B and in the column, is literature's inability to imitate life, and 

life's unfortunate ability to imitate literature. In ASZB, this comment is made through 

the bringing to life of characters who can be 'hired' by an author to take part in a novel, 

and who lead their own lives when the authots pen is set aside. This tactic renders 

absurd the notion that characters can be real, and, in tum, through such things as 

Finn's pathetic storytelling in his leisure hours, shows that were these characters mal - 
- i.e. imitated in life - they would appear to be gross perversions of reality, and would 

be boring as well. In CL, O'Brien echoes this concem in a passage attacking the 

Abbey Theatre, and indeed al1 pleywrights: 

The Abbey Theatre is offering a prize of f 100 for a new play, I believe. Apart 

from the objection that the proper typing of a full-length play would cost neariy 

that, it means more priests, kitchens, fanners' wills, a dispute over land and a 

murder perhaps. The prize should be at least f 500, but subject to the condition 

that no new character rnay be used. The best characters have already been 

established by the masters, so why tty to better them? New activities may, of 

course, be asciibed to them, but they must be activities-in-character: thus, a play 

which includes lago and which causes hhn, before the end, to become a 

Carthusian monk would be summarily rejected. 

I cannot see why a skiMi1 writer could not combine, in one new play, the best 

charaders in Shakespeare and Euripides. Could not Macbeth be mamed to 

Medea, for instance? CouM one not, by an inspired misprint, make Hecuba 



queen of Toiy, instead of Troy, and substitute Finn MacCool for, perhaps, 

Agamemnon? (HD 129) 

Here the limitations of literature are outlined, as are its possibilities. On the one hand, 

new plays are often stale reworkings of old and boring plots and conventions, 

involving 'a dispute over land and a murder, perhaps.' On the other hand, new plays 

can be improved by taking old characters from 'the masters,' and putting these 

characters in new situations -- so long as they be fictional. Much like AS26, this article 

'deliberately confuses and even merges characters from one tradition with others, and 

so implies that they do all merge into a mixed condition where our confident prernises 

about value, even of difference, need to be abandonedn (Knight 97). In both AS2B and 

the column, when O'Brien "takes art as life" (Mays Att and Life 244), he is comically 

criticizing not only the inabilities of the aitist, but also the pefversities of readen who 

make the results of those inabilities real. 

Other saUrical and parodical similarities between AS28 and the column are 

more general in nature. Devlin, speaking of Trellis, says that Trellis's insistence on 

onîy reading books with green coven is an O'Brien "jab at a parüculaily insular type of 

cultural nationalismn (94), much like thos8 jabs mentioned above in reference to the 

column's attacks on the 'Gaeligores.' It is also a jab at readers in general, whose 

choice of reading material is almost always, in some sense at least, arbitrary, a note 

particulaily resonant if taken in the context of the reader of journalism. Clissman 

obseives that AS2B 'is a satirhl expose of the way in which language is misused, 

particulady in the clicheijdden speech of racing tipsters, moralists, lawyers and writen, 

of travelogues" (Inlro 89). This type of expose is evident in the 'Brief Extracts from th8 

Pressn of AS26, cited in the first chapter, and also in CL'S 'Catechism of Clich6,' which 

is discussed below in refemnce to some of the major features of the column. The 

discussions of Shanahan, Fumskey and Lamont in AS28, partly described in the first 
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chapter regarding Shanahan's cowboy adventure, show "the Dubliner as repiessed, 

hypocritical, chauvinistic, slightly ridiculous in his pretension and womed about 

entirely trivial questionsn (Intro 1 16). These are parallelecl by the stories of "the 

Brothei" in the column, also discussed below. It is thus char that the reasons for, and 

the nature of, O'Brien's satire, are often much the same in O'Brien's joumalism as in 

his first novel. 

ird police ma^ The same is tnie of O'Brien's second novel, The Th . Clissman 

notes that logic, m&ed in TP, as discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, is also 

"much attacked in Cruiskeen Lawn", and that "one could assume from O'Brien's attack 

on intellectualised abstraction in Çniiskeen Lawn that he, like the narrator [of TPJ, 

thought that what men often vaunted as the height of intellectual prowess was, in fact, 

an indication of the frailty of the human mind" (Intro 168-1 69). Considering O'Brien's 

attitude towards Joyce, this tendency of the column is best put by O'Brien when he 

daims that the professors "frorn the University of Harvard [are the] famed inventors of 

James A. Joyce" (HD 107). 

This distnist of academic critics is most often expressed in th9 novel, and in the 

column, "through a down-ta-earth parody of the excesses of scholady researchn 

(Booker 128). Clissman quotes 'a parody of the pretentious jargon of art criticsn that 

was written in the column 'at about the same tirne as jn (1Nm 180). 

Speaking of coming across an odd painting, O'Brien takes the point of view of the 

academic reader 

Hem, you say, is something that devolves, not from Kronift, Liebz, or the Munich 

Gmup but fiom that myopic, almost intuitive, awareness of naturalistic cosmic 

function. Hem is something, you add, that Yeats himself might have 

acknowledged without remorse. Then you walk around with the queer pichire 

in your brain al1 day, vainly asking yourself whether you are really mad. (1 80) 
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In this the language of the critic is nithlessly çatirized through parody. The 

words 'myopie,' 'intuitive,' and 'awareness of naturalistic cosmic function,' though they 

sound proper in tenns of describing the painting, and certainly sound academic, are 

here shown to be meaningless code-words dropped only to add a flavour of 

'intelligence' to an art critic's attempt to communicate an understanding of a painting. 

It is characteristic of both TP and the column that O'Brien should satirize the language 

of the critic, and do so parodically, in order to attack the notion of the critic itself, thus 

making it char that 'he hated scientists and philosophem who invented their own 

language (and thus their own universe) which other men did not understand and so 

distorted" (21 6). 

The column, hovuever, not only attacks the pretensions of critics and other 

academics, but also those who wish to be known as 'literary.' This is best exemplified 

by Myles na gCopaleen's 'Buchhandlungm (bookhandling) scheme. The scheme 

begins when Myles visits 'a man of great wealth and vulgarity" who may not be able to 

read, but who has 'bought several book-cases and paid some rascally middleman to 

stuff thern with all menner of new books, some of them very costly volumes on the 

subject of French landscape painting" (BOM 1 7). This gets Myles thinking, and asking 

himself, "why should a weakhy penon like this be put to the trouble of pretending to 

read at all? Why not a professional book-handler to go in and suitably maul his library 

for so-much per shelf?" (1 8) Myles then lists various prices for various services, 

ranging from the slight handling of books to this offer: 

'De Luxe Handling - Each volume to be mauled savagely, the spines of the 

smaller volumes 10 be damaged in a manner that will give the impression that 

they have been canied around in pockets, a passage in every volume to be 

undedined in red pencil with an exclamation or interrogation mark insected in 

the margin oppsite, an old Gate Theatre programme to be inseited in each 
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volume as a forgotten bookmaik (3 per cent discount if old Abbey programmes 

are accepted), not less than 30 volumes to be treated with old coffee, tea, porter 

or whiskey stains, and not less than five volumes to be inscribed with forged 

signatures of the authors. Five per cent discount for bank managers, county 

suweyors and the heads of business houses employing not less than 35 hands. 

(1 9) 

This is nothing, however, compared to "Le Traitement Superbe," in which even more 

damage is done to the books, and in which 

suitable passages in not less than fifty per cent of the books [are] to be 

underlined in good-quality red ink and an appropriate phrase from the following 

list inserted in the margin, viz: 

Rubbish! 

Yes, indeed! 

How true, how true! .... 
Yes, but cf. Homer, Od., iii, 151. 

Well, well, well. 

Quite, but Boussuet in his Discours sur l'histoire Universelle has already 

established the same point and given much more forceful explanations .... 
I remember poor Joyce saying the veiy same thing to me. (20-21) 

And then there is the crowning service, in which 

not less than six volumes [are] to be inscribed with forged messages of affection 

and gratitude from the author of each woik, e.g .,.... 
'Fmm your devoted friend and follower, K. Marx.' 

'Dear A.B., - Your invaluable suggestions and assistance, not to mention your 

kindness, in entirely rewriting chapter 3, entities you, surely, to this first copy of 

Tess". From your old friend, T. Hardy.' (21) 
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The 'Buchhandlung' service satirizes, through parody, the pretensions of those who 

wish to be thought of as well-read, a wish that is foolish from O'Brien's point of view. 

The lack of their ability to properîy understand and cnticize literature is also mocked, 

through the arbitrary assignation of marginal comments that randomly praise, degrade, 

or comment, on woks rendornly selected. The references to Homer and Boussuet are 

particularîy cutting, in the implication that they will be applied to enlighten numerous 

and unrelated passages, something such obscure references are unlikely to do in any 

meaningful sense. The 'forged messages' are for the most part humorous cuts at the 

authors mentioned, but also at the pretentious wish of many readers to know authors 

and to daim to have influenced thern, which is again, for O'Brien, a mysterious and 

useless wish. The sentence regarding the reader re-writing chapter 3 of Hardy's 

'Tessu may be a cut at readers who woukl not know the difference between a chapter 

wntten by Hardy or by anyone else. The Buchhandlung' scheme is thus a broad 

attack on a certain type of reader, the scheme's satire infonning what is on the surface 

a joking parody of some people's particular tendencies, and is also a good example of 

O'Brien's own particular attitude (well represented in TP) towarâs the fraudulent critic. 

Silverthorne notes the presence of this belief in TP, saying that "the novel 

proves its premises, that tirne and Merature are frauds* (83, my italics). One aspect of 

the fraudulent nature of literature in the novel is the par* of the structure of the 

detective novel, a structure reversed in TP through the death of the 'detective' figure 

eariy in the novel. The parody is infomed by a belief that ovenised conventions 

rendet literature itself dead, and that literature is therefore fraudulent in its implicit 

nsistence that il is alive (much like the insistence of the narrator of Tm. This is echoed 

in the column's satirical parodying of the style, rathet than the overall structure, of the 

detective novel. In one instance, 'Sir Myles na gCopaleen,' oie father of Myles, is 

'standing in [a] conservatory in immaculate evening dress" as "Uie dusk was 
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peiforming its customary intransitive operations of 'gathering'" (BOM 156). As he 

stands there, 

a clink is heard. The grand old man.... is lost in thought. He wishes to go to the 

library. He has business there. But he remembers that his is the only libraiy (in 

the tnie old-fashioned sense) that remains in the whole country. And he knows 

a thing or two. He fears the worst .... He reaches the library and enters. 

'1 thought as much,' he sighs. 

Stretched on the floor in a most ugly attitude is a copse. Sir Myles has already 

taken up the telephone and asked for a number. 

'That you, sergeant? Look hem, those dreadful detective stories. Another 

corps8 in the library this evening. Really, you know, too much of a good thing. 

Fourth this week. No doubt trouble is shortage of libranes. What? A yowig 

man, extremely handsome. Curious scar on left cheek. Dressed? Don? be a 

damn fool. You ought to know he is attired in immaculate evening dress. Do 

not touch Hie corpse and leave everything as it is until you get h m ?  What do 

you take me for - an ignorant fool?' 

Sir Myles puts down the instrument testily and pours himself a stiff drink. He sits 

down sipping it and apparently listening intently for something. Soon three 

shots are heard some distance away, followed by a scream. 

'1 thought as much,' Sir Myles mutters, Yhat will be the mysterious little Belgian 

govemess who has been seen in the neighbouhood recently.' .... 
From a small press he has taken a telescope and his eagle eye is ranging the 

sea In the gloom he c m  make out a srnall ship standing in the bay. It is 

exchanging mysterious light signals with some unknown party ashore. 

'I thought as much,' Sir Myles sighs, 'question of some plans king thieved by 

international interests; obviously the agents of a foreign power are leaving no 
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stone untumed. Well well well ...' (1 57) 

Sir Myles then phones the sergeant to explain that the body has gone missing from the 

library, and that Yso there was the usual shots and a scream and al1 that kind of thing" 

(1 57). The sergeant then infoms him: '1 have no intention of going out to your place. 

This once we will let the rnystery be solved by the private investigator who will 

accidentally arrive on the scene. On this occasion we will spare the police the trouble 

of rnaking mistakes, followhg dud dues, arresting innocent parties and generally 

complicating matters" (1 57). This article mocks the conventions of the detective novel 

through a self-aware fom of the parody, in which the characters around whom the 

conventional incidents of detective fiction take place respond to them with the same 

kind of sighing boredom as would good readers, taking as little notice as possible and 

wishing to forget the entire incident. Much like O'Brien's comment. regarding the L&H, 

that politics are a bohg subject of discussion, so is the criticisrn hem that the 

conventions of literature leave the reader with no other option than to throw 'away his 

glass and [start] using the bottle" (1 58), as Sir Myles does after hi$ final conversation 

with the sergeant. Furthemore, rnuch like in TP and O'Brien's other works, this 

satirical parody shows that since the conventions of literature are ridiculous when 

applied to real life, so should they be considered ridiculous in literature itself. 

This type of satire is more explicit than the general social satire found in The 

Hard Life. which has more to do with the form of the novel - its pedestrian language 

and characters - than with a parody of a specific piece of literature. Many critics have 

failed to realize aie satirical power of this woik, with the notable exception of M. Keith 

Booket, who claims that D8Brien's increasingly 'pedestrian' language may not 

reptesent a reversion to naturalism so much as a movement beyond his initial 

madernism owing to a growing recognition that the modemist pmiect of linguistic 

revolution was doorned to failure" (133). Whether or not Booker's claim regarâing 
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modemism is true, the fact remains that one cannot easily dismiss the novel simply 

because of its pedestrian style. Orvell and Powell make a similar defense of this 

style's presence in CL, claiming that O'Brien wrote the column 'in a voice whose 

mock-pedantry disguises his basic seriousness* (47), also acknowledging that while 

such a style may obscure its satire, the satire remains. When the column is 

understood in such a manner, many of its regular features, which seem to be nothing 

more than hurnorous, can be seen to be informed by deeper social commentary. 

One of these features is that of the 'Bores,' to which the column often retums. 

O'Brien describes various 'types' of people one might meet on the street, or in the bar, 

whose conversations are trite, false, and boring. One of these is called 17HE MAN 

WlTH THE WATCH:" 

Somebody remarks that his watch, solid gold, 98 jewels, cost E50, wears it 

swimming, has broken down after only five yean' service. The Man smiles 

primly at this, produces a tumip-watch, and puts it solemnly on the table. The 

harsh tick silences further talk. Those present perceive that the thing waç once 

nickel-plated, but is now a dull brass colour at the edges. 

'Do you know what that cost me?' the Man asks. 

Everybody knows the answer is five bob or thereabouts, that it was bougM 

eighteen yeam ego, that it never lost a minute, and was never cleaned. But 

nobody is brutal enough to spill that out. People are weak, and tend to play up 

to bores. (8OM 288) 

'The Man' continues, ni a pedantically theatrical style, to confitm these details that 

'everybody knows'. O'Brien adds that 'this particular type of pest also omis incredible 

cars, fifty-yearold fountain pens, gioves bought in 191 5 and never lost or wom-ouf' 

(288), and so on. Other bores of note are *The M a n  Who Buys Wholesalg (289, 

O'Brien's italics), The Man Who Does His Own Carpentry And Talks About lt" (295). 
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The Man Who Never Gives Pennies To Beggarsn (290) and "The Man Who Spoke 

Irish When It Was Neither Profitable Nor Populaf (290). Onrell and Powell note of the 

'Bores' feature that Some of Myles' most effective satire was in the nature of 

generalized social observation" (60), rneaning by 'generalized social observation' that 

O'Brien would meet people in the pub or elsewhere, and then criticire their follies in 

the column through a parody of their language. That the device woiks so well (these 

people being recognizable even to a young Canadian thesis-writer in the late 1990's) 

is proof of the range and adaptability of the satirical parody to attack not only famous 

authors, but also the most pedestrian of human beings. 

The effectiveness of O'Brien's pedestrian style to critically examine pedestrian 

topics can also be seen in another regular feature in the column, that of 'The Brother,' 

and it is here that Asbee's daim that 'in Cniiskeen Lawn [O'Brien's] targets were 

pretension of al\ kinds" (1 14, my italics) is most clear. In this feature, a nameless 

narrator is told by a nameless man, as they are waiting at the bus stop, of this man's 

brothets exploits. This brother is supposedly involved in great rnatters of state, is an 

excellent reader and literary critic, and has a great understanding of obscure facts.18 

The brother is a con artist. The nameless man describes one of the brothets bits of 

knowledge, involving two birds: 

Two of the cwlest customers I ever seen... . Do you know the funny thing about 

them lads? .... Them lads takes a very poor view of dry land. Never ask to go 

near the land at all. They do spend their lives sittin on the sea, bar an odd lep 

into the air to Ry to another part of it. Well do you know what I'm going to tell 

you, I wouldn't fancy that class of a Iife at al1 .... Sure them lads might as well be 

dead as have a life like that ... Sure they do have to lay their eggs out in the 

sea... . The brother says the mother-hm has some kind of pocket in under the 
18 In one incident of oiis. ths nameless men describes an inciâent in which the brother was reading =a big 
blue" book by 'Sir James Johns," that is about "quateemyunsn (80M61). It is unlikely that the nameless 
man is any less ignorant of the nature of than his infamous brolher. 
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wing. Nobody knows how she whips the egg into the pocket when she lays it. 

Do you know what the brother called it? ONE OF THE GREAT UNSOLVED 

MYSTERIES OF THE SEA .... And of course there wouldn't be anny need for 

anny mystery at al1 if they had the sense to land on the shore litce anny 0 t h  

bird. That's what I'd do to lay me eggs if I had anny. But no, the shore is barred, 

they do take a very poor view of everyUHng but the water. Begob, h m ' s  me 

'bus. Cheersl (BOM 53-54) 

The brother, and his brother, are al1 of O'Brien's bores rolled into two people, and the 

parody of their language, interests, and ignorance, is again a general social satire of 

the kind of people who have opinions on subjects of which they know absolutely 

nothing, and of which their audiences wish to know even less. Together with CoJlopy 

and Father Farht of HL, these two bores suggest idiotic improvements to problems, like 

toilets on Dublin streets and 'mysteries of the sea,' as seriously as if their decisions 

were of national importance (which they sornetimes believe they are). The subjects of 

HL, 'Bores,' and 'The Brother,' are pedestrian, as are their styles, but so are the 

subjects of everyday life, unlike those of most literature studied by critics who find it 

difficult to recognize the significance of the satirical parody when it is not attacking 

specific literary figures, works, or movements. 

In The Dalkev Archive, however, the satirical parody is used to attack the 

specific literary figure of James Joyce, and consequently the significance of O'Brien's 

satirical attacks in DA have gained more cntical attention than those in HL, as 

discussed in the first chapter of this thesis. But just as HL lost sorne critical attention 

because of its lack of recognizable attacks on Joyce, so did CL enjoy one of its first 

major critical puMications regarding the column, David Powell's 1971 uAn Annotated 

Bibliography of Myles na Gopaleen's(F1ann O'Brien's) 'Cruiskeen Lam' 

Commentaries on James Joyce," because of the column's ubiquitous references to 
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Joyce. Later criticism of the column shares this recognition. Cronin notes that "there 

are nearly a hundred references to Joyce in the 'Cruiskeen Lawn' column over the 

years," and that many of these "were attacks of varying degrees of seriousness on 

Joyce's woik; others were pseudo-biographical, usuelly refening to 'poor Joyce' or 

'poor Jimrny Joyce'" (#LM 172). Thomas B. O'Grady also daims that the presence of 

Joyce in the column is ubiquitous, O'Brien having "targeted Joyce regularly between 

1942 and 1966" (200). Tess Hurson, furthemore, recognizes that even general 

references to 'the author' in the colwnn offen appear 'as parodic versions of the 

Joycean deity poised above his own handiworù parhg his fingernails" (CC ix). Since 

its beginning, criticism on DA and CL has always revolved around these works's 

various comments and criticisms regarding James Joyce and his writings. 

Powell's "Annotated Bibliography" supplies bdef glimpses of O'Brien's satinring 

of Joyce and his critics. In one article, O'Brien attacks Joyce's art, saying &Joyce is not 

living - though that indeed were a minor accomptishment on the part of one who 

rduced the entire literary wodd to a state of chronic and hetpless exegesisn (53). In 

another, describec! by Powell, O'Brien gives a 'lengthy tongue-in-cheek review of 

James Jovce: Two Oecades of Criticisrn, edited by Givens and Mercier. The critics, 

Myles notes, attribut0 a number of classical works to Joyce, but omit his founding of the 

Hammond Lane Foundry and the Theatre Royal" (53). In others, O'Brien btames the 

Jesuits for Joyce's wnting (55), and says that Joyce 

often committed that least excusaMe of follies, being 'literary.' His attempted 

disintegration, dissipation and dernolition of language was his other major 

attainment, if you can cal1 it that, What would you think of a man who entered a 

restaurant, sat dom, suddenly whipped up the tabledoth and Mew his nose in 

it? You would not like it - not if you owned the restaurant. That is what Joyce 

did with our beloved tongue that Shakespeare and Milton spoke. . . . I suppose 
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al1 expriment entails destruction, and every one of us may yet pay with out 

lives for certain nuclear experiments being now conducted by the Americans 

and the Russians. (59, Powell's ellipsis) 

These various pieces al1 attack, whether through satire or more straightforward 

criticism, the writings and the artistic theories of Joyce, so well pilloried in al1 of 

O'Brien's novels, especially AS28 and DA. These articles, dong with the novels, 

show cleariy that, for O'Brien, "chief among writen, Joyce fell into the category of those 

who, like scientists and philosophers, destroyed language and substituted their own," 

and, "taken ail in al1 .... they shed light on Myles's continuing obsession with Joyce and 

indicate some reasons for it" (Intro 220). Thus Joyce is targeted for the sarne reasons, 

and in the same satirical manner, in the column as in the novels, and it is clear, in this 

case as in others, that the column is just as significant a piece of writing as the novels, 

in terrns of its quality of writing and the ability of O'Brien to sustain an attack on Joyce 

throughout his writing career. 

Despite these broad connections between the novels and the column, there are 

satirical features of the column which have little or no parallel in the novels. These 

features, such as the 'Keats and Chapman' stories and the 'Catechism of ClichB,' are 

too often disrnissed, like much of O'Brien's work, as merely humorous entertainments 

wrinen to fiIl space in the column and to please the everyday reader of the column. 

This, however, is not the case, although they do stress the laugh even more so than 

other features in the column. 

The 'Keats and Chapman' stories have always been one of the column's most 

popular features, and have even been collected by Benedict Kiely in The Variwg 

and Ch~rnan and The Brothet They all follow the same basic pattern. 

Keats and Chapman generally becorne involved in a complicated money-making 

scheme, or fall into sorne sort of trouble from which they fhd it difficult to extricate 
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themselves. The entire story, however, is always presented only for the purposes of 

the punning last line, delivered by Keats. The repetition of the feature, along a 

consistent pattern, is funny not only because of the awfulness of the puns, but also 

because, as in all such pattemed humorous fonns, "the Mener becornes involved in 

the process of joke-making" (Nash 64). A particularly humorous stoiy begins: "Once 

Chapman, in his tireless quest for a way to get rich quick, entered into a contract with a 

London f im for the supply of ten tons of swansdown" (KCB 40). Chapman invites 

swan-owners to deliver their swans to him to comb, for "a substantial price' per ounce 

for the down so obtained* (40). The project, however, fails because of the swan- 

owners' bargaining and a rainstonn. The article ends like this: 

'Those appalling loutsl' [Chapman] exploded. 'Why should I go out and 

humiliate myself before them, beg to be allowed to comb their filthy swans, get 

soaked to the skin bargaining with them?' 

'11'11 get you down sooner or later,' Keats mumbled. (40) 

Another characteristic article has Chapman ask "what have you got there?" to which 

Keats retorts, 'a small thing but Minoan," the two having conducted an archaeological 

dig in Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and Persiaw (102). These two pieces are examples of 

typical 'Keats and Chapman' puns, both being constructed around the feature's basic 

design. 

At times, however, this design is altered. One story, entitled "Bombay Harbaur," 

is prefaced with a unique note in parentheses: '(Readen are wamed that this is extra 

special; if you don't get it, you probably have a permanent cold in the head - high up)" 

(65). The article continues: 

Keats and Chapman were entrusted by the British Government with a secret 

mission which invohmd a trip to India. A mansfwar awaited them at a British 

port.. .. When about to rush on board, they encountered at the dockside a mutuel 
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friend, one Mr Childs, who chanced to be there on business connected with his 

calling of wine importer .... The trip to lndia was made in the fastest time then 

heard of, and as soon as the ship had corne to anchor in Bombay harbour, the 

two fnends were whisked to land in a wherry. Knowing that tirne was of the 

essence of their mission, they hastened from the docks into the neighbounng 

streets and on tuming a corner, whom should they see only - 
Mr Childs? No. 

Just a lot of Indians, complete strangerç. 

'Big world,' Keats remarked. (65) 

Three things make this column 'extra special.' First, white in the other articles Keats 

addresses his remarks to Chapman, this one is addiessed directly to the readers, and 

thus Chapman cannot understand Keats's pun. Secondly, Keats can only make this 

remaik because he is aware of the article itself - without the article, there is no reason 

for him to think of Mr. Childs and of hie absence in India. In this sense, the aiticle is 

sen-aware. Thirdly, because of this latter quality, the pun is even more gratuitous than 

usual, and demonstrates that Keats is rnerely the tool of the tyrannical author -- a point 

often made by O'Brien regarding literary characters, and one especially relevant to a 

feature in which two litemry figures are anachronistically placed together in time and 

space, partaking in actions they would not have even considered in their 'real' lives. 

Yet one more example of this feature is necessaty, in that it comments on the 

writing of the feature itself. It is called +rom Readers," and refers to the habit of some 

readen to send QBrien their own 'Keats and Chapman' stories (the feature was 

immensely popular): 

Neaily al1 the Keats stories which mach me fmm outside are, for one reason or 

anoaier, pretty bad. They are bad in the sense that they are too good, too 

polished and refined, too 'worked over', as Sean O Faolain would Say. They 
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lack efFewescence and spontaneity. They are 'literary'. They are too obviously 

contrived and usually omit the essential boredom of the build-up. 

Let me cite an example. (73) 

In the exemple, Keats is flying a bomber, and is buued by N o  young fighter pilots. He 

then stalls his plane, and the pilots, frightened at what they have done, fly away. Keats 

fires up the engines and lands. Chapman asks him, 'what happened to you up there?* 

and Keats responds, '1 was stalling between two fools" (73). Following this, 0'8rien 

mmarks: Wou see? Smart, cute, but not really funny" (73). He then follows this with 

one of his own, in which a steel cable beheads Chapman. 

'What happened?' [Chapman] asked. 

'Pait of you was cut off by a cable,' Keats whispered. 

'What part?' Chapman asked. 

'Your head,' Keats confided. 'but keep it under your hat.' 

You see the difference? (74) 

In this article, O'Brien shows that there is a certain amount of skill involved in the 

creation of a Keats and Chapman feature. The first one fails, partly because O'Brien 

did not wnte it (the Myles persona was known for his pride), but also because it is 'too 

literary,' too neat. The stoiy does not let you forget that an awful pun is coming, and 

follows the conventions of the feature too closety. But where it truly fails is in its 

timidity; if Keats had crashed, it would have been a success. 

The skill involved, however, in fashioning the story and the pun, is not what 

makes the feature significant for this thesis, in that every good joke requins such skill. 

For this reason. 1 is important to realize that while 'O'Brien was essentially a comic 

writer. ... this notion should not blind us to the fact that the impulse of clowning was a 

result of something fundamentally serious or sinistet' (Asbee 112). faken in this light, 

comedy evaporates when we dissect and analyze the joke. It is enough to say 
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that O'Brien produced a classic pun [in another 'Keats and Chapman' story] by 

making a phrase serve a totally different function in a different context. This fact 

in itself should help to explain his prediliction: puns are another instance of the 

instability of language. The same words - or, indeed, as an acceptable 

variation, words that sound the same - used in different contexts indicate that 

the 'meaning" of language is not fixed, that language is in fact a system of 

signs with no intrinsic meaning or reference. (1 16) 

In the 'Keats and Chapman' stories, then, O'Brien not only cracks jobs, but also 

undermines the authority of language, something Hopper notes is part of a Bakhtinian 

camival discourse, in its irnplicit attack on authority -- in this case the authority of those 

who seek to claim that one word means only one thing (37).19 Hopper extends this 

understanding of the pun and the 'Keats and Chapman' stories, saying that, "as one of 

Myles's satirical influences, Karl Kraus, once wrote: 'A pun, though despicable in 

itself ... can be the vehicle of an aitistic intention by seMng as an abbreviation of a witty 

view ... it can be social criticism'" (38, Hopper's ellipses). The 'Keats and Chapman' 

stories, then, are an excellent example of O'Brien's ability to couch satire, whether it be 

social, literary, or otherwise, in what on the surface appears to be nothing more than a 

joke. 

The 'Catechism of Cliche' feature functions in a similar manner, breaking down 

language in order to show its inherent meaninglesmess. In the feature, however, 

O'Brien does not show this breakdown of language by having a common phrase mean 

something else entireîy unique, as he does through punning, but rather has a common 

phrase mean absolutely nothing. O'Brien describes "fhe Myles na gcopaleen 

Catechism of ClichBm as being "a unique compendium of al1 that is nauseating in 

contemporary wnüng. Compiled without regard ta expense or the feelings of the 
19 Th& is something O'Brien paradoxicaîiy defended when it came to the Irish iangtiage; but this 
paradoXical defense is merely another example of his ability, as a pseudonymous author, to hold two 
positions at once. 
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public. A hamwing survey of sub-literature and al1 that is pseudo, mal-dicted and 

calloused in the underworld of print" (BOM 202). The feature is, then, conceived of as 

a parodical attack on modem writing, whether it be literature, joumalism or othewise. 

One of the best of these features is the following, entitled "THEY'LL SAY IT ABOUT 

YOU": 

Of what was any deceased citizen you like to mention typical? 

Of al1 that is best in Irish life. 

Correct. With what qualities did he endear hirnself to al1 who knew him? 

His cham of manner and unfailing kindness. 

Yes. But with what particularly did he endear himself to al1 who knew him? 

His chann of manner and unfailing kindness .... 
And what more abstract assistance was readily offered to those who sougnt [sic] 

it? 

The fruit of his wide reading and profound erudition. 

At what time did he speak Irish? 

At a time when it was neither profitable nor popular. 

With what cause did he never disguise the fact that his sympathies lay? 

The cause of national independence. 

And at what time? 

At a time when lesser men were content with the role of time-semr and 

sycophant. (203) 

This is particularly characteristic of O'Brien in its gallows humour (he is parodying 

obituaries), and in its implicit attack on the Gaelic Leaguers who would probably love 

to be remembered by many of these phrases. However, the 'Catechism of ClichB' is 

significant in itself in its general social critique of the Dubliner, and of the everyday 

writer and speaker, who repeats clichés to such an extent that they become 
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meaningless, and can therefore be applied, in an obituary, to anyone. 

A clearer exarnple of O'Brien's assault on everyday language, as opposed to an 

assault on Gaelic Leaguers and obituary writers, is needed to show more clearly the 

scope of his attack on the clich6d use of language. The following is a particulady fine 

What, as to the quality of solidity, impeiviousness, and firmness, are facts? 

Hard. 

And as to temperature? 

Cold. 

With what do facts share this quality of frigidity? 

Print. 

To what do hard facts belong? 

The situation. 

And to what does a cold fact belong? 

The matter. 

What must we do to the hard facts of the situation? 

Face up to the hard facts of the situation. 

What does a cold fact frequently do? 

Remain. (208) 

Here the peculiar assault is more clear. The questions are asked in a 'periphrastic' 

style, which is the *ability to utilize everyday words for extraordinaiy effect" (Shea 90). 

This is all parl of the word-game taking place in the 'Catechism of Cliché,' the effects of 

which are unique, in that 'by using exorbitant words, or cornmon words in exorbitant 

arrangements, the nanator urges us to look at words rather than to assume we are 

looking through them .... O'Brien's eccentric selection and combination of words 

demand that we conceive of language as an opaque, textured instrument of invention" 
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(93). The periphrastic questions reveal the ability of language to refer to something in 

new ways, no matter how comrnon the subject. The answers, then, following quickly 

upon such verbal ingenuity, frame the clichés in such a manner as to make thern 

almost unendurable assaults upon the language. Sensing the effectiveness of his 

attack, O'Brien wrote at the end of one of the features, %el1 that isn't my fault. I merely 

record what goes on around me. I just write down what goes onn (BOM208), and at 

the end of another, 'is this killing you? It certainly is" (209). 

Owell and Powell note that O'Brien 'doubtless took great pleasure in playing 

the pedant, or mock-pedant" in the 'Catechism of Cliché' feature, dut one cannot 

douM the seriousness of his mission," O'Brien himseif having said that the feature 

%as 'sinisterîy efficient in bringing out the empty horror of this most modem of human 

aberrationsJ - language without meaningn (64). The feature is a pamdy of spoken and 

written language that is satirical in nature, in that it attempts to show up, and possibly 

improve, the impoverished state of these types of communication. The satirical 

parodies in the 'Catechism of Cliché' are thus much like the satirical parodies that 

appear in al1 of O'Brien's works, including the 'Keats and Chapman' stories. in that 

they display O'Brien's fear that 'it is the inability of the stock phrase [or convention] to 

prevent thought that makes it so dangerousn (Asbee 115). The repetition of overusecl 

conventions of language and literature destroys the imaginative potential of these 

hird Policeman forms of communication, a problem displayed most effectively in The T 

by the eponymous charactefs and the nanatots inability to use omnium. or ink. to its 

full potential. The 'Catechism of Clichd' and 'Keats and Chapman' features of the 

column. t hen, are sign ificant satiiical parodies t hat rank alongside the more famous, 

and more cntically recognized, satires to be found in O'Brien's novels. 

These regular features run thematically alongside other topics to which O'Brien 

regulariy (and cfîtically) retumed in the column, such as literary criticism, poetiy, art, 
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Sean O'Faolain and his magazine The Bell. general literary conventions, and other 

modes of discourse, whether they be legal, political, or otherwise. The connections 

between these topics and the regular features discussed above are their simiiar 

attacks on the rnisuses of language, as well as their use of the satincal parody to 

implement these attacks. It must be noted, however, that more often than not these 

attacks take the fom of what is simply vituperative anger or silliness, such as "1 hold 

that al1 literature is, perse, disgusting. Turning a page is like lifting a flat stone - you 

see maggots. The most impemissible department of literature is poetry. The 

pretences are scandaloud (HD 165. O'Brien's italics). 

O'Brien's contempt for poetiy is well-noted by critics, most of whom are 

somewhat mystified by his hatred of the fom. Cronin wonders that 'although his own 

verse translations from the Irish have great freshness and sensitivity, [O'Brien] had 

what almost amounted to a blind spot for poetry" (NLM 58). This 'blind spotJ is 

represented best by an article in the column: 

Having considered the matter in - of course - al1 its aspects, I have decided 

that there is no excuse for poetiy. Poetry gives no adequate retum in money, is 

expensive to print by reason of the waste of space occasioned by its fotm, and 

nearly always promulgates illusory concepts of life. But a better case for the 

banning of al1 poetry is the simple fact that most of it is bad. Nobody is going to 

manufacture a thousand tons of jam in the expectation that five tons may be 

eatable. Furthemore. poetry has the effect on the negligible handful who read 

it of stimulating them to write poetty themselves. One poem, if widely 

disseminateci, will breed pemaps a thousand inferior copies. (BOM 239) 

This is, of course, somewhat tonguein-cheek, as shown by that facetious 'of course' in 

the first sentence, but passages such as these are repeated so much throughout the 

column's history that they must, to a certain extent, express something of O'Brien's 
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beliefs, at least in the obsessive repetition of a single position on the subject of poetry 

that they represent. 

O'Brien's obsessive hatred of poetry began, unsurpiisingly, with a hatred of the 

pretentious aesthete. For O'Brien, the typical aesthete-poet-poseur is Yeats, whose 

pretensions O'Brien m d e d  in his earliest writings in Comhthrom Feinn~. O'Brien's 

dislike of the aesaiete is as well noted in the criticism as his dislike of poetiy (se8 

Booker 108, lntro 230-231, and Orvell 103-1 04), and it seems clear, since Yeats, his 

proto-poet, fits both categories and is attacked for both reasons in O'Brien's wntings, 

that O'Brien's blind spot for poetry is caused by his dislike of the aesaiete. This 

conclusion is supported by an excellent satirical parody in the column: 

Practically enybody can write poetry .... Ys al1 nght if these things are done as a 

hobby or as a manifestation of hamless eccentricity. Now here's a defensible 

poern, for example: 

Two voices are there: one is of the deep: 

It leams the stormcloud's thunderous melody, 

Now roars, now munnurs with the changing sea, 

Now bird-like pipes, now closes soft in sleep: 

And one is of an old half-witted sheep 

Which bleats articulate monotony, 

And indicates that one and two are three, 

That gmss is green, lakes damp and mountains steep; 

And. Wordsworth, both are thine; at certain times 

Forth from the heart of thy melodious rhymes, 

The form and pressure of high thoughts will burst: 

At othet times - Good Lord! l'd rather be 

Quite unacquainted with the A B C 
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Than write such hopeless rubbish as thy worst. 

That's a bit better than the work of palefaces who write about Autumn, Love, 

Disillusion, the Hell of it All, and that class of hopeless rubbish. 

Who is the pet? That can be answered another day. (HD 166467) 

Whether or not O'Brien is the poet, the parody shows up what is most offensive to 

O'Brien about Wordsworth's poetry, and poetiy in general. The parody misuses 

language, having words like 'mumur' and 'melody' mean absolutely nothing, a point 

emphasized by the 'articulate' bleating of the sheep that indicates such commonplace 

things as the greenness of grass, the darnpness of lakes, and the steepness of 

mountains. In O'Brien's estimation, this poem consciously parodies the worst kind of 

poetry - including Wordsworth's - and therefore satirizes poetry's misuse of language 

in some of its most revered forms. 

O'Brien's general dislike of the aesthete is also linked to his dislike of academic 

and literary critics, already discussed in reference to his novels and his dislike of the 

Joycean critical industiy. Below, O'Brien displays the connection between both the 

aesthete and the critic, in a satirical parody of the feelings of the former and the jargon 

of the latter: 

Search any old lukewann bath and you will find one of these aesthetical 

technicians enjoying himself. He is having a lukewann bath, it is rather good, il 

is something mal, something that has its roots in the soil, a tangible, valid, 

unique, complete, integrating, vertical experience, a diatonic spatio-temporal 

cognition in ternis of realistic hannonic spacing, differential interval and vector 

(emmanuel) analysis, of those passional orphic inferences which must be prote 

morphously lodged in writing with the Manager on or before the latest closing 

date. (8OM 249) 

The jargon of the literary critic is cnticized here for its use of obscure words in a 
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clichéd, and therefore meaningless, form. For a critic describing a bath, O'Brien 

seems to Say, the experience can somehow be 'vertical', can have its 'roots in the soil', 

and is in some mysterious sense Valid'. The point is that critics will use this kind of 

jargon simply in order to use this kind of jargon, to prove to their readen not sornething 

about the subject et hand (0.g. a lukewan bath), but rather to prove their 

acquaintance with words that signal something cntical must be at hand. In ternis of the 

subject of the bath, then, the words are meaningless, and the passage is a proof that 

"the satire of all kinds of jargon in Cmiskeen Lawn had tevealed cleariy enough that 

O'Brien was intolerant of any language which tended to obscure rather than reveal its 

subject" (Intro 290). 

Asbee suggests that O'Brien had yet other reasons for attacking the academic, 

and, more particulaily, the critic. She notes that "O'Brien's attitude toward modern 

'academic' criticisrn is char in various aspects of his work. It is the basis of his entire 

mocking stance toward his reader in At SwimTwo-Bi's, and numerous Cniiskeen 

Lawn columns castigate the inaccuracies of contemporary criticisrn and its (in his own 

opinion) parasitic naturen (67-68). This 'parasitic nature' of the cfltic is furaier 

represented by The Third P o k e m a ~  in which the nanator kills a man in order to gain 

enough money to print his critical writings, and by a characteristic article in the column, 

in which a critic is sent ?en bob with a new book and asked .... to Say that once one 

takes the book up one cannot bave it domin (BOM 23). The critic asks for more money 

to propagate the lie, 

but for once [Myles] twk steps to see that out critic spoke the tnNi. The cover 

the volume [sic] was tmated with a special btand of invisible glue that acts oniy 

when subjected to the heat of the hands. When our friend had concluded his 

cursoiy glance through the woik and was about to throw it away, it had becorne 

practicaiy part of his physical penonality. (23) 
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Here, the meaningless but cornmonplace critical lie that a book 'cannot be put down' is 

rendered meaningful through a typical O'Brien literalisrn, which itself onfy emphasizes 

fumer the meaninglessness of the phrase in question. This passage highlights one of 

the aspects in which the nature of the critic, for O'Brien, is parasitic. 

Another article highlights this nature of the critic, with a peculiar hmst that 

demonstrates O'Brien's attitude towards humour and its relation to criticisrn: 

Take it this way. Charlie Chaplin was once a great clown .... but the lower-cases 

('film art: an international review of advance guard cinema') found him out. One 

day some toad - some velveteened work-shy 'marxist' toad - stemly reproved 

people for laughing at mister Cheplin. Do you not see, old boy, that in Cheplin 

we hev an expression on the highest artistic plain of al1 our pathetic human 

striving. I mean the punuit of heppiness and al1 thet, our poor frustrated human 

nature. The little tremp, I mean, is you and 1. Cheplin is a great artist, I mean. 

You mustn't loff, you now. Such pure, such exquisite sensibility! (230) 

Here the critic not only uses Chaplin to further his own ideology, but destroys much of 

what makes Chaplin worthwhile by saying 'you mustn't IofF,' implying that to laugh is to 

undermine the importance of literature, one of the womt mistakes, for O'Brien, ever 

comrnitted by literary cnticism. O'Brien's position is thus that 'if one is interested in art, 

then it is impoitant; but it must never be tmated too solemnly by aiasts or by the public. 

This view sums up the attitude underlying the Myles and O'Brien personas. It is to be 

found undeipinning the writer's fiction and his - equally unorthodox -- criticismn 

(Asbee 1 14). This position of O'Brien's may also account for the Jack of critical 

recognition the column has received from literaty critics, who often display a 

misunderstanding of the fundon of humour similar to that of the 'Cheplin' cnüc above. 

This 'unorthoâox' wriang and criticism is best repiesented by O'Brien's satin'cal 

parodying. whether in his novels oc in his journalism. In the column, he attacks not 
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only writers of Iiterature, but "his other favourite enemies, lawyen, doctors, ban kers, 

joumalists and academics," and also "bureaucrats and professionals through their use 

of jargon, illustrating in the process his own command of parodic languagen (Intro 207- 

208). A few of these general attacks on jargon stand out. His parodies of legalese, 

such as the one below, appeared regularîy in the column: 

Well, this distinguished jurist has written to me asking whether an estate with 

remainders to the first and fourth sons in tail can be alienated without 

reversionary codicils terminating pro tanto all seignory advowsons in gross, the 

assumption being that appendant copyholds can be extinguished at will under 

the Land Transfer Act 1897. (BOM 82) 

Much like the 'literary criticism' cited above, this type of language obscures its subject 

in what either is, or ought to bel meaningless jargon20 ln a similar vein, O'Brien 

attacks advertisements, and their abiltty to exaggerate, or cornpletely alter, the truth 

and purpose of a product. In one instance, he explains '"the limited edition ramp:" 

If you write very obscure verse.... for which there is little or no market, you 

pretend that there is an enormous demand, and that the stuff has to be rationed. 

Only 300 copies will be printed, you Say, and then the type will be broken up for 

ever.. .. Well, I have decided to cany this thing a bit farther. I beg to announce 

respectfully rny coming volume of verse entled 'Scom for Taurus' .... But look 

out for the catch. When the type has been set up, it will be instantly destroyed 

and NO COPY WHATEVER W l U  BE PRINTED. In no cimumstancss wi/l the 

company's servents be pennitted to cany away even a rough pnhtefs proof 

The edlion will be so utteily limited that a thousand pounds will not buy even 
20 In amthet aRicle, Sir Myles na gcqmieen (the da) is buned alive for a few months. His wiii is read and 
disputed; for instance, when he says ha wishes to leave a few paintings to 'the Won,' some tawyers point 
out that no nation is specified, Upon rising from his grave, he is considered dead and his cheques are not 
honoured, Fucthermore, the Registmr-General refuses 70 issue a new birth certiticate on the groumis 
that the appîicant could not be hom at the age of eightysne and mat in any event he was mt bom but 
exhumed? (BOM 16û). This parady of the process, rather than îhe ianguage, of the law, is particularly 
criücal of the excesses of bgal pedantty, as O'Brien saw them. at any rate. 
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one copy. This is my idea of being exclusive. (228) 

Here the jargon of the advertisement is shown to be misleading in its declaration that 

the poetical works offered are actually of value, and actually in demand. The parodies 

of legalese and advertising, which take place alongside parodies of aime magazine 

(89), and romantic conventions in film and literature (1 08-1 10, 349-350), are 

univeisally satirical in that their intention and effect is to show up the lack of 

imagination and lack of meaning, in other words, the lack of importance, of these kinds 

of writing. 

iskeen L a w ~  is thus not only a testament to O'Brien's productivity, his 

imagination, and his all-encompassing humour, but also to his ability to satirire 

eveiyaiing from literature to the man in the street. The column's often pedestrian style 

is what has caused il, in the past, to be disregarded by critics, but the realization that 

this style was consciously chosen for satirical purposes, and that in any case the 

column is just as often not pedestrian, has allowed it to begin to gain some critical 

attention. With this critical attention, it is inevitable that the important similarities 

between the novels and the column will be more fully understood. Furthemore, it is 

through a study of the satincal parodying in the novels and the column, such as that in 

this aiesis, that the connection between the column and the novels can be most 

profitably realized. It is even possible, should the critical attention to the column 

continue to develop, that some day Cruiskeen Lawn may be able to stand on its own, 

as proudly as such works as At Swim . Two-Bir& andThe Third Policeman do today. 

In this light, it seems appropriate to conclude with a poem by Moms Bishop, cited by 

Nash, that concems the nature of humour, and that describes, with uncanny precision, 

Myles na gcopaleen, Flann OBrien, and even the elusive Brian O'Nolan: 

Contusions are funny, not open wounds, 

And automobiles that go 



Crash into trees by the highwayside; 

Industrial accidents, no. 

The habit of a drink is a hundred percent, 

But dnig addiction is nil. 

A neivous breakdown will get no laughs; 

lnsanity surely will. 

Humour, aloof from the cigarette, 

lnhabits the droll cigar; 

The rniddle-aged are not very funny; 

The young and the old, they are. 

So the funniest thing in the world would be 

A grandsire, dnink, insane, 

Maimed in a motor accident, 

And enduring moderate pain. 10 
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